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Spokesman Replies To Criticism of FireFighting Operations 
By Jim Morris 
Terry Walker of the Forest Service has taken 
• exception to some of the statements published in 
an article in the Northern Times newspaper 
coaling with the Forest Service's handling of the 
KAT Fire• 
In the article the Times states 'critics' as 
saying the Forest Services' handling of the fire 
was a 'classic bungle at  the beginning.' 
Walker says the One thing he wants to avoid is 
calling down the Northern Times, but some of 
the statements were off base and unqualified. 
• The Times charges the Forest Service failed to 
recognize the danger of the KAT fire, which they 
say was first reported at 400 acres, and ~l~s 
resulted in the fire spreading to 7000 a?:res. 
Walker denies this. 
"It was a small fire when it was discove~d at 
3:25 we had a helicopter with a 300 g~llon 
monsoon bucket on the scene two hours lately. At 
6:45 the fire was estimated at 20 acres• A st~ng 
wind Was blowing at the time• 
"At 7:30 the wind dieddown and the fire was 
estimated at 16 to 30 acres. It was quiet for a, 
couple of hours then at 9:30 the fire started 
, running over an estimated 70 acres. We couldn't 
do anything. If a fire starts running you better 
get the hell out or you will!ose a life." 
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Walker adds at the time this was happening, 
the Forest Service was busy fighting two other 
fires, one in the Houston area and the other in th~ 
Bella Coola area. ' ., 
He also disputes the claim the Forest Service 
didn't mobilize a chain of command so everyone" 
knew who was in charge and what they were 
supposed to do. 
"We had a ehain of command. It was there.'" 
Walker says some of the confusion comes from • 
the fact most of the fire fighting forces were men 
pulled off the streets. They had to train the men 
how to fight a fire, plus select and train straw 
bosses. 
"It's mass confusion for a day, then things 
settle down. There's a lot of goofs, we admit it." 
The Times says there was a lack of accurate 
information both inside the Forest Service and a 
poorly bandied effort to inform the public about ~ 
the fire's activity. 
"I think that statement is utter bullshit," says 
Walker. 
"Any reporter was welcome to come out and 
see the fire•" ,, 
He adds in the first few days of the fire, the 
Forest Service was kept busy containing the 
blaze and had little time to inform the press 
about what i t  was doing. Later the service 
supplied news releases to all the medias which 
they could use as they saw fit. 
"It didn't matter who you were, you got the 
same shake as everyone. We never told anyone 
any lies about what we were doing." 
In answer to the Times saying workers were 
often waiting around in camp for someone to tell 
them what to do, Walker says there was a period 
when there was too much slack time. 
"There was an attempt to alleviate the 
problem. It took three days to get the system set 
up to send the men out." 
Walker compares fighting a" forest fire to 
fighting a war. He says often the battle unex- 
pectedly shifts away from the area you think it 
will occur and men are needed in a new location 
and not the old one they were assigned to. 
In reply to the Times calling the rest camps 
inadequate, Walker says the Forest Service 
straightened this out as quick as it could. 
He says the camp was originally built for 100 
men and at times was inhabited by 150 to 200 
men. A new one was constructed to take the 
pressure off the first one. 
In response to criticism of the food and its 
quantity, Walker says, "the food I had was ex- 
cellent." 
He says one kitchen suffered a breakdown of 
communication and found it was having more 
men sent to it than it could feed. In time this was 
straightened out as well. 
"There was also a lot of theft. Some workers 
would take more than they could cat and throw 
the rest away." 
Walker agrees there was a problem one pay 
day. 
"There was a fault there. It was a bad decision 
by the fire boss. The pay was there for these who 
needed it. Everyone got paid a few days later• I
know of one situation where a guy got paid 
twice." 
He adds this individual is now working the 
second cheque o f f  on the fire line. 
Walker calls the statement made by the Times 
to the effect B.C. needs more effective 
assessment and control methods for fighting 
fires a "Motherhood i ea" which he agrees with. 
He says the Forest Service is always on the 
lookout to improve the present methods they 
have for fire protection and control and they 
learn from each fire they fight. 
"There hasn't been a fire we didn't learn from 
and we learned from this f i re  too." 
i i i  
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RISKED LIVES FOR HORSE 
Odn, $ Drops After P.M. Speaks 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The Traders attribute the 
Canadian dollar fell to its sudden run on the dollar to 
lowest level In more than Canada's continued high 
three months on New York rate  of inflation and 
money markets Wednesday, unemployment, and to the 
the day after Prime Minister U.S. dollar's slide against 
the Japanese yen and major 
European countries. 
The renewed downward 
pressure on the dollar comes 
niter the Bank of Canada 
raised its bank rate by half a 
point in an attempt to attract 
foreign investment to 
Trudeau proposed a $2- 
billion effort o stimulate the 
economy. 
The dollar closed at 87.75 
U.S/ cents, down from 
Tuesday's 87.89 U.S. cents, 
and its lowest level since 
April 24. 
Some foreign exchange 
dealers said the central bank 
has intervened toprevent the 
dollar from falling even 
further, noting the Bank of 
Canada spent more than $350 
million in July to protect the 
sagging dollar on New York 
money markets. 
In his.addrsss on Canada's 
economic situation Tuesday, 
Trudeau promised his gover- 
merit would find "the 
necessary resources and 
Exchange' dealers in the Canada and prop up the political will" to create new 
/ Jobs and investments.  interbank wholesale market, dollar. , 
where banks trade large 
amounts of currencies with U 0 briefs 
each olher, said market . . • s 
participants "were  not , '~ 
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Thadollar has beenun~r Envlromnant Minister Jim unexplicable biological 
~heavy downward pressure Nielsen said EuraSian water reversal. 
on money markets for the milfoil will likely never be Nielsen said residents of 
last week and has loot.mere eradicated from the the Oanagan should resign 
than a cent against its U.S. Okanagan Lake system themselves to an annual 
counterpart, unless there is some type of _ flglit just tocontrol the weed. 
ObodJem,p W'mnors 
TERRACE DOGS TOPS 
Lto R -  Christine Oroes, Musha, lianoy Oiay, Ryder. 
Two Terrace dogs earned Companion Dog (C.D.) titles at the Northern Interior 
Kennel Club Dog Shows held in Prince George on auiy 21st, 22nd and 23rd. To 
qualify for this title, dogs are requi'red to at~in  a. ~ore  of noless than 170 out of a 
possible 200 points at three Canadian Kennet ;tuo licenses o~eaience trials under 
three different licensed obedience juoges. 
Akita, Daiken No Kuro Musha, owned and trained by Christing Cross of 
Terrace, earned scores of 195V~, 187~A and 189sh on the three consecutive days to 
become one of the few Canadian Akitas with a C.D. title. 
Dobermann Pinscher, Rahkstadt Red Ryder, owned and trained by Nancy Clay 
of Terrace, earned scores of 197, 193zh and 197zh on the three sonsecutive days 
defeating 15 other dogs to take High Score in Class on the third day. 
Both dogs will receive additional training and will be entered in the 1979 show 
Bulletin 
l sford R miens 
OTTAWA CP - Justice Minister Ron 
Basford has~?resigued from the federal 
cabinet and his place wm be taken tem~ 
porarliy by SeHcitor ~eneral Jean Jacques 
Blais, the  prime minister's office sa id  
Wednesday. 
..Basford, 46, MP for Vancouver Centre for 
15 years .and a cabineLminister in various 
posts ~ for~10 years; had ummouneed, last 
Jauuary his intention to leave federal 
politics when the n~xt federal electloa was 
~expected ~.JJune of-JUly~ ~, Then tbere was 
Speculation on an autumn .election, but 
Pr ime Minister i Trudeau .said in an 
economic statement Tuesday night that 
there will be no election "at this time." 
• .Basferd has been Justice minister and 
attorney general since' September, 1975, 
after serving earlier as the first minister of 
consumer and corporate affairs, urban 
affairs minister and minister of national 
revenue, 
..He said in January that he had decided to 
end his political career because "it is right 
for me and my family for strictly personal 
reasons. 
EDITOR'S OOMMENT 
• .Senior cabinet ministers are  being recalled from 
vacations next week to "Put flesh on a skeleton 
economic r~,covery program" promised by Prime 
Minister Trud~au in his Tuesday night surprise speech 
to the nation. 
• .Trudeau's unexpected one-to-one confrontation with 
the public and by.passing of parl iament caught 
pundits and veteran ews-predictors with their press 
curds down. 
. .Even Liberal cabinet ministers - let alone opposition 
leaders, were in a state of confusion, Wednesday. With 
Trudeau's indication - a 99 per cent certainty - that 
there would be no federal election until Spring, cabinet 
minister Ron Basford, who had stated he was with. 
drawing from federal politics at the end of the present 
term, apparently decided he would not wait for 
Spring, and announced Ms resignation forthwith. 
• .In the Skeena Riding, where our MP is also a'eabinet 
minister, though not one of the Inner Circle - as yet - 
has had to take another look at  her travel schedule 
(she is due in Edmonton for the Commonwealth 
Games, and was expected to visit her riding he're on 
the 9th.) since she may have to fly back to Ottawa to 
participate In the "flesh-up" 
..Although the initial reaction from the Canadian 
business wotld was favourable, some analyzers ee 
behind the Trudeau speech further proof the Canadian 
soft dollar and state of the economy heretofore 
sloughed off as a passing Wend are turning out to be 
more serious than our government would admit• 
. .These prophets uggest the Canadian public is in for 
some mass ive  and startl ing announcements as to the 
tru state of the Nation's economy,  within the next few 
weeks .  
MoOadhv 
'1 shall return' 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Sus- The 24-year-old Irish 
peered Irish fugitive Patrick citizen had thwarted the 
Vincent McCarthy, attempts of immigration 
manacled hand and foot, was officials to get him out of 
departed from Canada to his Canada since March, and 
native Ireland on Wednesday last month was taken o~f air- 
aboard a Canadian Armed craft bound for Ireland on 
• • / 
T~o Thornhill teenagers 
made a dramatic rescue of a 
frightened and injured hone 
stranded on a sandbar in the 
Skcena River near Queen- 
sway Avenue Tuesday af- 
ternoon. 
Len and Tammy Folland 
of 4243 Mark Avenue heard 
about the problem on the 
radio and answered the 
request for assistance. Both 
are experienced in dealing 
with horses. 
Len and Tammy Folland 
They got in touch with 
Mrs. Gordie Howe, a local 
resident active in setting up 
an SPCA branch in Terrace, 
and went down to the river 
where they met Mrs. Howe 
who had brought a halter 
with her. 
Seventeen year old Lan 
jumped into the frigid water 
followed c losely by his 
sixteen year old sister. The 
two found the horse to be 
badly frightened and with 
deep cuts on its legs. 
Tammy coaxed the hone 
into the water where they all 
swam to the bank. 
The horse has since been 
looked after by a 
veterinarian and i t  is 
reported to be home with its 
owner, who has not been 
identified. 
Looal Women Worried 
. .A spokeswoman for a women's group in the Terrace-Kltimat region told the 
HERALD Wednesday night there is some concern that Trndeau's announced 
intention of cutting $2 billion from current and future internal government 
spending, has some women worried here. 
• •"Whenever budgets are cut back, women and welfare programs are generally 
the first to suffers" she said. 
• .Another phonecaller told the Herald, Wednesday afternoon, representatives 
from women's groups in Terrace are planning to interview Liberal cabinet 
minister and local MP lena Campagnolo next to see whether the announced 
cutback would affect federal funding of women's organizations here. 
• .Mrs. Campagnolo herself was unavailable, at the time, for questioning, since 
she was said to be pf~eparing to leave for the opening of the Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton. 
Effeot here unknown 
Reed Paper Sells BO Interests 
TORONTO (CP) --  Reed 
Paper Ltd. of Toronto plans 
to sell its interests in two 
joist*venture companies in 
British Columbia to 
Canadian Forest Products 
Ltd. of Vancouver for $60 
million cash. 
Reed said in a news 
release Wednesday it has 
reached an agreement in 
principle for the sale, subject 
to certain conditions and 
third-party approvals, 
The transaction is ex- 
pected to be completed by 
the end of this year. 
It involves Prince George 
Pulp and Paper Ltd. and 
Ltd. Each of those com- the purchase from its part- 
panics own 50 per cent of nets. 
Takla Forest Products Ltd. HAS $2.2.MILLION LOSS 
Reed and Canadian Forest Reed also announced it In- 
Products each own 50 per curred a net less of $2.2 
cent of Prince George. Inter- million or I4 cents per share 
continental is owned by in the secand quarter of1978. 
Reed, with 37.5 per cent, That compares with a net 
Canadian Forest Products, loss of $4.5 mflllan, or 27 
with 37.5 per cent, and cents a share, in the previous 
Feldmuhle A.G., of quarter, and a net loss of $2 
Dusseldorf, West Germany, million, or 13 cents a share, 
with 25 per cent. in the second quarter of 1977. 
The release said the book The company has been en- 
value of Reed's investment gaged in a program of 
in the joint.vanture com- divesting operatiom which 
panics was $28.5 million at were marginial or which did 
Dec. 31, 1977. not relate to its core 
Canadian Forest Products businesses in the forest 
circuit competing for Companion Dog Excellent itles. Forces aircraft, three separate occasions. Intercontinental Pulp Co. has pre-emptive rights for products industry. 
I LAST DAY FOR ENTRIES IN SA TURD} 
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Possiblepolio epidemic, inBC 
CHILLIWACK, B;C. (CP) of the religious group, had 
- -  Health authorities are not been ~.,accinated. 
conducting an emergency 
vaccination prugram among 
members of the Dutch 
Reformed Church, a 
religious community in the 
upl~n" Fraser Valley, after a 
3S-year-old mushroom 
farmer developed symptoms 
o~ paralytic polio. 
The man, a member of the 
group which is opposed to 
vaccinations on. religious 
~ds ,  became ill shortly 
after eceiving avisitor from 
Holland where a polio 
epidemic has affected nearly 
I00 persons. 
He was reported in stable 
condition in hospital here, 
paralyzed and breathing 
with the aid of a mechanical 
respirator. 
The visitor, also a member 
Because some segments of
the church believe polio is 
ovidence of the wlli of God. 
some Holland citizens have 
refused vaccination despite 
the epidemic which has 
swept through their com- 
munities. 
However• Dr. William 
McInnes, Upper Fraser 
Valley medical health of- 
fleer, said Tuesday he is 
trying to vacclnate as many 
as possible of the local 
congregation to avoid a 
possible pidemic here. 
He said very few of the 
about 1,250 membem of the 
farming community have 
had a polio vaccination. 
WORKING STEADILY 
"We've been vaccinating 
them steadily since Friday," 
said Mdune's. "We've d~ne 
several hundred already." 
"Despite what religious 
convictions these people 
have, some are coming 
forward to he vaccinated. 
Perhaps it's the different 
interpretation, betweer 
treatment and protection, we 
don't know." 
He said the medical health 
unit does not want o become 
involved in a controversy 
over religious beliefs. 
Mclunes aid there is littie 
danger to the general popu- 
intion since, the. level of 
immunity against polio is 
high. 
He said that although no 
to 21 days ior symtoms to. 
appear after the disease has 
been contracted. •
NOT CONFIRMED 
Blood samples taken from 
the visitor, the victim and 
dose contacts have been 
sent to the provincial 
laboratory in Vancouver 
where analyses will be done 
to verify whether the disease 
is actually polio. 
"It's suspected polio at 
this point, but I don't see 
what else it could be," said 
Dr.R.W. Van der Flier, the 
physician in charge of the 
case. 
The sick man is out of 
new cases have turned up/,~inun~linte danger, he said, 
since the farmer was ad-. !but the extent o which he 
mitted to hospital, doctors ~will recover, from the 
will be are watching the paralysis in his upper body in 
situation because it takes up unknown at this tim.e. 
Castlegar cancels airport contract 
CASrLEGAR, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Council in this 
southeastern Brit ish 
Columbia community has 
unanimously approved a 
resolution to cancel the city's 
a irp~ contract with the 
Ministry of Traneport 
(MOT) effective OCL 31, 
Meyor Andrey L. Moore said, 
Tuesday, 
The seven-member council 
made the decision because it
maintains MoT has failed to 
~r~ouperly equip, fund and 
re facilities the 
muni~pulity operates for the 
federal government. 
The city currently ad- 
ministers the airport with 
funds from a federal subsidy 
and from airport con- 
cessions. 
Officials in Ottawa say 
they. are displeased with 
council's dcoislen and fear 
Castlegar's action could 
t r igger  s imi l ia r  moves  
among 35 other munlcl- 
paillies across the country. 
Ms. Moore sstd her 
council's dnoidlon results 
from problems experienced 
by the city of Cranbrook 
where a Pacific Western 
Airlines Boeing 737 jetlimr 
crashed in February, killing 
43 persons. 
The city carried only" 
&q)O,O00 worth of liability 
insurance on the airport at  
that time. Like C, astlegar, 
Cranbrook operates the 
airport for the MoT on a 
contractual basis and could 
end up i)a~ng a portion of 
the $10 million in insurance 
settlements expected to 
result from the crash. 
Moore ssid the Crsubre~ 
experience is" the kind of 
situation her city wants to 
avoid. 
"I think you have to bear 
in mind that the airport 
serves a population base of 
60,000 people, but in the 
event of an accident the 
liability could faU on 6300 
people--the residents of 
Castlugar," she said. 
"We get no benefl|s what. 
soever from operating the 
airport, and the MoT can 
ve it back." 
The Csstlepr airport 
carries ~ million worth of 
liability imurance-about' 
average for the 36. 
mnnicipslly-operatnd air- 
pore across Canada, but 
well below the potential 
claims that could result from 
a major paase~er Jet crash. 
BCGEU get 11per cent increase 
VANCOUVER (~P) --  Tile 
Province says a now three- 
year contract will give 18,000 
members of the British 
Columbia Hospital Em- 
ployees Union (HEU) an lI- 
per-cent wage increase in 
the first two yearn and to Jan. 1, was endorsed by 
equality with provincial arbitration board chairman 
government health workers Allan Hope and' lIEU 
in the third, president Jack Gerow. 
The morning newspaper Lawyer l. G. Nathan,on, 
says the award, retroactive representing the Health 
Fraser blaims Kamloops 
VICTORIA CP - Highways overlooking the South ference Tuesday the high- 
Minister Alex Fraser shifted Thompson River m ways ministry denied ap- 
blame for a .subdivision Kamloopo. - . ....proval for the subdivision 
i threatened by ~fftiugland Mayor Mike Latta binm.~e~l.:'!~au~.e of poor soil con- 
I onto the City of Karaloops, the provincial government: ditions, and it was the city of 
' B.C. Tuesday. . . stating the city would not Kamlonpe which approved 
assume financia! ran on- the develonment inOctober. Offldais said Moneay a~ sibllity, because the mgn'Sl~°'~- 1973. - least Z0 now houses could 
collapse in the immediate ways department originally The minister said he in 
future after a massive land 
shift in a picturesque valley 
Man charged for 
shooting vandal 
VANCOUVER CP - A 53 year 
old city man has been 
charged with wounding and 
a youth was in hospital 
Tuesday recovering from 
bullet wounds to his stomach 
following a neighborhood 
dispute. 
Police said the youth was 
shot twice with a .2~ calibre 
rifle Monday night after four 
youths threw rocks through 
the rear windows d a home. 
Police were told a man 
with a rifle came out on a 
approved the development, awaiting a report from his 
Fraser told a news con- geoteshnicalstaff nd"upon 
receipt we wiU be better 
equipped to provide further 
information on the dQ~er of 
the situation and lk)ssible 
solution." 
sundeck, fired one shot into 
the air and called to the 
~eOUths to "stand and 
liver." 
The man then fired at the 
legs of one of the youths. 
John Van Bavel appeared 
in provincial court Tuesday 
and was released to appear 
again Au~. 15. 
David ]toich, 20, was in 
satisfactory condition in 
Vancouver General 
Hospital. 
Labor Reintimm Aesociaflon 
(HLRA), dissented. 
Currently, provincial 
health workers, members of 
the B.C. Government Em- 
ployeen Union, ea~ from 
$111.50 to $338 amonth more 
than liEU workers in 
comparable jobs. HEU 
members, however, have 
superior benefits. 
It took eight months for the 
arbitration board to settle an 
award after the union volun- 
tarily submitted to binding 
arbitration under  the 
Essential Services Dispute 
Act. 
The union took this s t~ 
after the employers 
association proposed to 
increase wages four per cent 
and to take away benefits 
amounting to one per cent. 
The award, handed own 
Monday, has not yet been 
made pchlic. 
Because the contract falls 
under anti.inflation board 
guidelines, the ~ion- 
professional  hospital  
workers will receive a four- 
per-cent wage increase this 
year and a seven.per-tent i - 
crease in 1979. The 
agreement also includes a 
cnst-of.llving agreement. 
The union and the 
association are to begin 
nego~tions immediately in 
an attempt o reach a for- 
muin to bring H~U mem- 
berg' wages into line with 
those c~ BCGEU members 
by 1900. If they cannot reach 
agreement by the end of this 
year, either side ma.y ask for 
an arbitration bears. 
qffhat  
Cookie 
How about  a course in 
350 Ways To Cook Bea 
Met r i c  For The Tradesl 
Qu i l t ing ,  Fami ly  Budg~ 
or How To Make  Soap 
We are p lann ing our  
Fail courses now-  
If you want  to seea  
course of fered or 
think you could 
instruct one- 
Please Contact:  
Ms. Frances Long 
at Terrace School 
Board, 3205 Kenney S 
Terrace, B.C. or 
Phone 635-4931 
Before August  23c 1978 
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THE OLASSlFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't • need or 
enjoy anymore just becausethey're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things "you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants/'the classified de- 
partment of the Daffy Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results• As fast as a phone call, 
results happenX 
# 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
OALL 63§-63§7 
Terrace/K i t imat  
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G et your ntry forms in now! 
° i  i 
i , F " 
+ . :  ' ! . + .+  . +l 
• i ,+,,,.,-'"""+ i,,,, 
MUST be a declared contestant by August 3. 
Judging prior tO Parade. 
Must be entered with float or car to qualify. 
. -  . . . . . . . .  I . . . . .  +++ 'R!VERBOAT,:QUEEN ENTRY FORM ~ '~',~,....,:,~.,,,,+,,:,'~'.+ 
CLOSING DATE AUGUST 3 
NAME: • " 
, SPONSOR: 
ADDRESS: 
b~ ~\\AD 'PHONE: 







TYPE OF ENTRY-  
PARADE OLASSIFIOATIONS: 
Industrial (Please Describe) 
Oommeroial (Please Describe) 
Domestic (Please Describe) 
I 
e i 
Open (Please Describe) 
- Clubs, Organizations, Kids, 
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EDITORIAL 
Hans Glasneck is a man with ideas. But the 
trouble with ideas is they are no good unless they 
are translated into action - no matter how sen- 
sible or brilliant or worthwhile they may be.  
Hans Glasneck, when I last saw him; a few 
days ago, was pacing the corridors of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital, fuming st some of the 
inefficiencies he finds there. 
I,would imagine Hans has been fuming with 
impatience atinefficiency for many many years, 
so thiB was probably nothing new. One of the 
things that was annoying Hans, at the hospital 
was the coffee machine - in which you insert a 
quarter and dial a selection of coffe black, with 
milk, with milk and sugar, with sugar alone, or 
with milk and artificial sweetener. Hans was 
aroused became when you dialed coffee with 
milk and real sugar it dispensed a powdered 
"milk" and artificial sweetener. I tasted my cup 
of coffee. It savoured of brown shoe polish. I set 
it aside, writing off my quarter to "experience" 
and Hans went up another notch in my 
estimation. 
Now, Hans haB worked in sewage and water' 
treatment plants in the Terrace area. (The 
combination of water and sewage treatment 
used to always bother me. What if someone were 
to switch the sewage into the water pipe, by 
mistake?) He has now reached the age of 
retirement that affords him to be a consultant. 
He is good at his job. He knows what he is talking 
about. He once brought me a glass filter from 
the city of Terrace water supply that had choked 
up with nasty-looking sludges and icky-looking 
substances toprove that all was not the best with 
the water we were drinking in Terrace. Ap- 
c~arently the filter had filled up in a matter of 
ys rather than weeks. Han~ rattled off facts 
and figures - but heck] I am no technician, and 
with a deadline that should have been met for the 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard daokson 
OTTAWA, - The Canadian Union of Public 
Employees has gone international with its 
political action. 
Having toned up its muscles in wrestling 
matches with government a  several evels - 
usually coming out the winner - it feels ready to, 
take the Big Five Canadian chartered banks and 
South Africa for a fall. 
Because the "Big Five" still extend loans to 
South African enterprise, CUTE is closing out its 
multi-million doll~ account. 
In step with CUPE, and wifl~ no apparent 
objection from the federal government which 
supports it, is theCanadian University Service 
Overseas. 
They join hands with the canadian Council of 
Churches in the "crusade" againBt the 
democratically elected white governments of 
Rhodesia nd South Africa. 
The churches which are almost entirely self. 
supporting - enjoying only some tax exemptions 
at public expense - are free to do as they think 
best. 
Not so CUSO which operates at the taxpayers' 
expense, courteSy of the Department of External 
Affairs, and to a lesser and more indirect sense, 
CUTE. 
Together, these organizations, dedicated tothe 
proposition, in their own light, of "world- 
saving," allied with Oxfam and other bleeding 
heart associationB, are putting the pressure on 
the federal government to forbid the Canadian 
banks doing business with the white African 
states. 
The pressure comes in a campaign directed at 
forcing amendments to the Bank Act, still before 
Parliament, that would cut off Canadian credit - 
and very directly, Canadian trade - with the two 
embattled white regimes. 
If successful - and the "Crusade is a long way 
from winning since neither American banking 
nor business supports the idea of a white African 
boycott -- it would deliver the "crisis continent" 
into all-black African hands. 
This to the "crusaders" would be only simple 
justice, with Rhodesia's Prime' Minister Ian 
Smith and South Africa's Premier John Vorster 
getting their long-overdue comeuppance. 
Except that in handing over the white-ruled 
states to what clearly are black terrorist 
guerrillas passing themselves off as "freedom 
fighters," the do-gooding "world-savers" would 
be serving up Africa to the communists. 
Because behind the guerrillas are their Soviet 
paymasters and their Cuban mercenaries. 
The black terrorists who commit such 
atrocities as the recent massacre of 13 British 
missionaries and their children at the Elim 
church school in Rhodesia re not liberal-minded 
"freedom fighters" D0r even militant reformers 
fighting for a just society in Africa. 
They are bloodthirsty maniacs - the kind who 
ruled the roost in the days before the old 
European empires - British, French, German, 
Belgian and Portugese - took over during the 
last century. 
As the European rule recodeJ, the tide of 
barbarism advanced again. 
The guerrilla leaders are ambitious for power, 
and coldly ruthless about how they pursue it. 
They are reckless of the price they are paying - 
- not only now in both white and black blood - but 
in the days to come when their Soviet 
paymasters, profiting from the anarchy, 
establish the new Imperial African Empire of 
the Kremlin. 
Observers who have been there - including 
several Canadian parliamentarians - report hat 
Rhodesia is sliding into a *'new dark age." 
A Man With Ideas 
front page of the Herald at least two hours 
overdue, all I could do was nod yes and shake no, 
and put Hans off for another month or so. 
Meanwhile, the gruesome looking water filter, 
with its treasure of Yechhh staring at me 
through its glass tube occupies a place of honour 
on the floor of my office, like a trophy for some 
gruesome taffy-pulling contest. 
But before he had left, Hans had convinced me. 
that all was not well with Tefrace's sewage 
system, either. A "healthy" sewage treatment 
plant, it seems, keeps giving off happy bubbles of 
methane gaB, proof that all:is happy and well in 
the bowels of its mechanism~ 'Said Hans, with his 
precise Teutonic accent, he would be happy to 
take me there and point out there was no gas 
coming up from out where there should be gas 
coming. Again, all I could do was accept him at 
his word - that I have reason to trust implicitly 
and, remembering my promise to follow it up, 
weeks later, I sent a delicate looking female 
photographer to see Hans about a photo-story on 
e sewage system. However, like the gas, me 
story did not come out; I probably neglected to. 
sufficiently brief the young lady on the assign- 
ment, and she could have thought I was Putting 
her on. . 
Hans has, throughout a~ tMs, been ex- 
coptionally patient with me. I only hope that his 
patience will pay off, the water and sewage 
systems of Terrace will be brought up to par, and 
a healthier en'vironment for the people of 
Terrace will result. 
It is my understanding that the discharge from 
the sewage treatment plant .empties into ~e 
Skeana River. The Skesna River, being me 
home of millions of salmon upon which millions 
of humans feed, is a very valuable body of water. 
To allow improperly treated and untreated raw 
sewage to be dumped into the Skeena would 
seem criminal. 
Because of this, we must be prepared-to listen 
to men like Hans who have made the engineering 
c~ water and sewage systems a lifetime study, 
for what hey are trying to tell us could mean the 
difference between good health and sickness - 
possibly" even plague and death. 
But it would be short-changing Hans to write 
him off as having his whole interests in life 
immersed in water and sewage treatment 
systems. Hans has an eye for beauty, acare and 
a love for the children of the world, and a con- 
cern for the old, pain-wracked inmates of 
geriatric institutions. , 
• And he sees something that can be done to 
accommodate all these concerns. 
Why limit less than top rate facilities to a 
money - losing hotsprings hotel, when they could 
be put to first class use. Like what? 
Hans will be only too glad to show you. He has 
coloured brochures on folders of Children's 
Villages around the world, in many countries. 
Switzerland, Italy, Germany, etc. But none in 
Canada. These Pestalozzi-type "villages" are I
administered by international agencies for' 
children orphaned by war, famine, and othtr 
great ragedies that occurr - such as revolution, 
earth-quake - you name it. 
Children from these disasters are  housed in 
model homes, with houseparents - perhaps 8 to 12 
children in one cottage. The lmusoparonis 
become surrogate father and mother to the 
children, who receive the best of care, the best of 
education and the best of training - and loteof 
love. 
Such a village Harm knows, could be 
established, easily, at our Lakclse hotsprings, if 
only the right persons couldbe interested in 
working towards it. 
q 
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Kifimat and Terrace - and remote- readers: 
Are you listening? 
Ever since this editor arrived he has been 
asked: Why don't you have a "Gossip Column". 
Gossip meaning, presumably, 'around town' 
chatter. Family and lifestyle doings, comings 
and goings. Individual achievements - an- 
niversaries, hospital happenings insofar as 
residents - family picnics - night club rounds -
interesting visitors- reunions - who is renovating 
a reo room, or adding awing to the cottage for an 
Bar. Assoc. Resolution 
Wa, Not Majority Idea 
TORONTO CI ~ + Lawyer J.J. Robinette syas a 
recommendation form a committe of the 
Canadian Bar Association that the Queen no 
longer be Canada's head of state is not 
necessarily the opinion of the association. 
Robinette, a former treasurer .of the Law 
Society of Upper Canada, said Tuesday the 
recommendation will be dehated~by the full 
membership atthe association's anitual meeting 
later this month. 
"I believe in the monarchy and I would not like 
to Bee Canada become a republic," the Toronto 
lawyer said. "I can't see the Queen on a part 
lime basis." 
Publisaid the committee, composed oflawyers 
from Montreal and Ottawa, plans to recommend 
the Queen be replaced as head of state. 
expected family "addition" - Etc. 
The HERALD is looking for a colunmist or 
columnists who can cover their community in 
such a column, and anyone knowing of such a 
paragon(s) willing to write for the HERALD - at 
an agreed-upon sum per column - payable 
monthly, is asked to get in touch with us at 635- 
6357. 
Likewise, we would like to carry a local 
"Action Line", "Actionesr" "ombudsman"- 
type column for people who are frpstrated by 
government red tape, or who have failed to get 
satisfaction either for goods ordered and not 
delivered or services contracted for but never 
received. 
We are therefore looking for such a person 
willing to undertake such a column. 
A third category for which we would like to 
find a columnist isa local consumer column. One 
which could compare prices among different 
steres and different owns; values of different 
size containers; name brands versus non- 
advertised brands; shoplifting; the advantages 
or disadvantages of private schools - are they a 
rip-off? Best buys in cars, clothing or cameras. 
Here again, the column would have to be on a 
businesslike basis, - there would be a deadline. 
and a contract agreement. It would have to be 
interesting, to the point, and readable. 
We will g!ve all the assistance needed. The 
main ingredient is a knack at getting correct 
information and getting it handed in in time for 
the deadline. • 
Do you know anyone like that? How about 
YOU? 
The '~psycho-geriatric" patients, living, in our 
Skeenaview Lodge could also benefit rom the 
hot pools there. Hans will show you,how asimple 
mechanical life could be rigged to gently lift 
them from the wheelchair for a few health and 
pain-relieving minutes into the healing waters, 
and then, after their treatment, return them 
safely to the poolside. 
Hans has a fertile mind. There is more -much 
more to him than these sample instances I have 
given.., but my space is limited, as well as my 
time. 
Will anyone ever take this one-man idea 
factory seriously? Will they consider him (of all 
people) as growing senile, because his cal~dar 
age is marching on? 
Were he to be in the right place, at the right 
time, and know the right people- there would be 
no problem. Terrace would have the finest water 
-at less than it is paying for "rotten" water. The 
effluent from the sewage treatment plant in 
Terrace would pure enough to drink - and the 
fertilizer emoved would be producing humper: 
crops of flowers, fruit and vegetables. There 
would be the Bound of happy, laughing children - 
who only a few years before had been screaming" 
in pain with bodies burned by napalm in Viet- 
nam, while their parents lay on the grouna, deld.es. 
The old, aimless lives of many of the present 
residents of Skeenaview ould find the arthritic 
pains leaving their limbs, and new spring in their 
step, and light in their eyes. 
So, Hans Glasneck walks the corridors of Mills 
Memorial, and dreams his dreasm. And fumes 
because the coffee-making machine is not 
functioning the way it should. 
Wouldn't it be interesting to find out what 
would happen if someone, with the proper 
connections, were to take Hans seriously? 
BOOKS ON WILBLIFE 
By Miohael 0dlin, 
The warm summer weather we have been 
having is an encouragement to those who like to 
get outdoors. If you are patient and observant 
you maybe fortunate nough to catch a glimpse 
ef some of the wildlife in our area. Even if you 
don't see anything, though, your Public Library / 
has all sorts of books about animals and most of.. 
them are filled with illustratious. 
"The Mammals Of Canada", by A.W.F, ' :  
Banfield. Here is a book that includes every 
species of mammal living in our country. There 
is a detailed text which includes a description Of
ese.h kind of" animal ,along With ~ inforpjal~,n 
about heir habltb and rknge. T~.~e~ ~S a g ~  v~ 
selection of maps and dra~ing~ 6~ W]'thLm~'ny "'~ 
beautiful paintings. 
"Vanishing Species", by the editors of Time- , 
Life. Forturoately there are few animals in our 
area that belong in this book about creatures 
whose very existence is threatened byman. This 
volume includes magnificent colour photographs 
ef exotic animals ranging from the Rhinoceros 
Iguana to the Humpback Whale. 
"Wildlife of Canada in Colour", by Bill Brooks. 
This is not an all encompassing work, but rather 
a general view of the more prominent species of 
animals inhabiting Canada.. There are brief 
descriptions including some ofthe more unusual 
and interesting habits of many animals. Each 
has a full page colour photograph. 
"Dolphins", by Jacques Couste~iu and Philippe 
Diole. The famous oceanographer takes a look at 
the sea's most intelligent creatures. These 
mammals have long been highly regarded for 
their friendly nature and amazing abilities. 
Included in this book are many photographs to' 
accompany the text which outlines ome of the 
significant research that is bein~ undertaken 
"Atlas of Animal Migration", by Cathy Jar- 
man. This easy-to-read volume covers the 
fascinating subject of animal migrations. It is 
liberally sprinkled with maps howing migration 
routes and pictures of .the animals discussed. 
"A Field Guide to Western Birds", by Roger 
Tory Peterson. This is one of a series of books on 
different kinds of  animals living in North 
America; This volume describes all birds living 
in western Canada and the Unites States and 
includes information on habitat, range, nesting 
• habits, identifying features, etc. Included is a 
picture of each bird. 
Come to the Terrace Public Library or your 
own community library for these and many 
other adventures in reading. , 
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TERRACE/K IT IMAT 
daily herald - 
Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
tollewit~ lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635- 
7134. , - 
Plumber - $1~.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
transportation. 
Fliers - I.W.A. rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. C~meral duties in local 
mill. Must have saw fii or 
saw fitter experience. 
Auto Body Repairman - $4.00 
hr. Terrace. Prefer jour. 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Waiter-Waitress - $5.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Alr Truck Drmer - $5.50 hr. 
included R&B. Temporary 
camp job. Terrace. 
English ' Language - In- 
structor. $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Applicants hould 
have both teaching ex- 
perience and linguistics. 
Welter-Waitress- $3.00 hour. 
Terrace. Shift work. 
Bespeasible for billing and 
cash register. 
Cempator Operutor -
DOE. Terrace. Must he 
able to work Sat. and Sun. 
Some experience r quired.. 
32 "IBM. 
CasMer - meg. Terrace. 
Shift work. Cashier and light 
clean up. 
Street Councellor - 138 week. 
Terrace. Hours flexible, 
must be able to com- 
municate with young people. 
Instructors - $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academic, 
Vocational, General interest 
and self help. 
Cook - $3.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work, Cook pizza's, 
steaks, etc. 
~tecutive Sceretary- $I,000 
Cook- $3.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
Baker - $7.00 pe~ hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
~erlence. 
Housekeeper - $3.58 hr. 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
duties. Prepare supper. 
Pizza Cook - $5.75 hr. 
Terrace. Must have some 
work experience. Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
spareribs. Uniforms. sup- 
plied. 
W~dtcr-Waitress - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Mln. 19 years. 
Able to handle cash, Ex- 
porience not essential. 
Computer Operator - $850 -
$1200 too. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fulltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Advertising 'Salespcrsen - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
he fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dependently. 
Housekeeper - $4.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must have 2 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
Housekeeper - $5.50 hour. 
General cleaning duties. 
Permanent position. 
Terrace. 
Automotive Instructor - Nng. 
Terrace. Must be B.C. 
Certified. 
Teacher of Hearing - Im- 
paired, meg. Terrace. Must 
be B.C. Certified. 
Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
per month. Terrace. bil~t 
he experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
Failer High Rigger "- Neg. 
Terrace. Temporary. To top 
some jack pine at'a private 
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$2 billion reduction meaningless, Clark says 
By THE CANADIAN PREss, The prime minister said $2 
Opposition leader Joe" billion will t~ cut from 
Clark says Prime Minister current and planned ex- 
Trudeau's speech to the ponditurea, but that most of 
nation Tuesday.w.was a pre-. that money will be shifted to 
election s tunt~ the other government priorities. 
econoniic ~easures an- 
nour~'tl-~ars.~a~attempt o Clark said Wednesday the 
cleaF'.fhe m'es~s~.tho Liberals $3-billion reduction is close 
.have cl'eated uring their 10 to meaningless because 
years in office, eutt!ng planned ex- 
penditures is cutting 
nothing. 
He said political un. 
certainty is damaging the 
country and Trudeau should 
call an election if his 
government has specific 
proposals. 
Erlc Kiecans, a former 
postmaster general, said 
converting the post office 
Postal Crown Corporation 
a victory for the union 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Jenn- 
Claude Parrot, president of 
the Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers tCUPW), said 
today Prime Minister 
Trudeau's proposal to turn 
the post office into a Crown 
corporation could mean a 
return to "the kind of service 
we bed in the past." 
But Parrot warned that 
another postal strike this fall 
is highly likely unless 
government egotiators give 
.ground on important non- 
monetary issues during 
current bargaining for a new 
contract. • 
Parrot called the proposal. 
by Trudeau Tuesday to turn 
the post office into a Crown ' 
corporation a victory for the 
union, which has been 
pushing for the change for 
more than 30 years, 
He said it would free i)oth 
union and management from 
the bureaucratic constraints 
imposed on the post office 
because several depart- 
menls now have a say in 
various parts of its op- 
erations. 
But Parrot said the contin- 
uisg issues of technalogical 
change, the use of casual 
labor in the post office and 
management use of 
disciplinary powers against 
union members are still to he 
resolved at the bargaining 
table. 
He charged that govern- 
ment negotiators had made 
proposals only on wages in 15 
months of negotiations 
towards a new contract and 
had no mandate to deal with 
the more important non- 
monetary issues. The union's 
last contract expired June 
30, 1977. 
Parrot said that if Trudeau 
is really serious about 
resolving labor- 
management problems in 
the peat office, he should 
• give the negotiators a 
mandate to negotiate a 
settlement instead of a 
confrontation. 
MANY STRIKES 
The 23,000-member union 
of inside postal workers has 
been involved in do~eas of 
legal and Illegal strikes" and 
walkouts since they were' 
given the right to strike in 
1967. Most have centred on 
working conditions and the 
introduction of new sorting 
equipment. 
Trudean said in a nation- 
wide address Tuesday that 
the situation in the post of- 
lice had become intolerable 
and that he and Canadians 
were fed up. 
This past week, service 
was disrupted at the huge 
Toronto post office when 
postal truck drivers, 
members of the Letter 
Carriers Union of Canada, 
the other major post office 
union, said their vans were 
unsafe. 
Trudeau said in his ad- 
dress Tuesday that he and 
Postmaster.General Gilles 
Lamontagne were convinced 
that a whole new start for 
management and labor is 
needed in the post office. 
CUPW has charged that 
the post office ha's failed to 
live up to the terms of a 
collective agreement--  
into a Crown corporation is the constraints of a govern- 
the only pnssible solution to ment department. 
problems in the postal Klerans, postmaster-  
general in the late 1960s, aid 
service, such a change will permit 
FREED OF CONSTRAINTS the postal servi~e to make 
Trudeau said the situation long-term plans instead of 
in the post office wan in. being subject to adjustments 
tolerable and that it will every time a new budget is 
become a Crown car.. set. 
poration, freefrom many of Jean-Claude Parrot ,  
president of the 23,000- 
member Canadian Union of 
Postal Workers, said the 
proposal could mean a re- 
turn to "the kind of postal 
service we had in the past." 
But he warned that a 
postal strike is likely this fall 
unless government 
negotiators give ground on 
important non-monetary 
reached after a bitter 42.ctay issues, such as technological 
strike in 1975---which calls change and the use of casual 
for consultation with the labor .... ~uring current 
miton on introduction of new hargalninE fat a new con- 
automated sorting equip- tract. • : ;  
meet and other technological Dennis McDermott, 
changes, president of the Canadian 
Parrot said government Labor Congress, said he 
negotiators now were at. welcomed the announcement 
tempting to remove these and that he tabor movement 
clauses in the current has supported the postal 
bargaining, unions in this area for some 
He called the money issue time. 'Tin glad to see that at 
minor in this round of least some of our advice has 
bargaining and said: "We finally been taken." 
will never Sign a collective REDUCTIONS WON'T 
agreement hat will take HELP 
away what we strunk 42 days He said, however, that a 
for in 1975." reduction in government 
Union and management spending was not going to 
now are making their 
presentati~ onthe issues to 
a conciliation beard named 
to try to resolve the dispute. 
The hearings are expected to
help Canada cl~ieve a five- 
per.cent growth rate and 
that a reduction in the 
number of federal civil 
servants was not going to do 
anything about unem- 
ployment. 
Premier Bill Bennett of 
British Columbia and 
Premier Allan Blakeney of 
Saskatchewan said the 
economic proposals made by 
the prime minister were part 
of the economic message 
taken at the first ministers' 
conference in February and 
were nothing they had not 
heard before. 
Blakeney said he sup- 
ported making the post office 
a Crown corporation, but this 
was hardly daring since so 
many others had supported 
the suggestion. 
Blakeney said the speech 
was an attempt by Trudeau 
to get back on the economic 
offensive but, "since, there 
were no new programs to 
announce, Trudsau merely 
announced some old ones." 
Sam Hughes, executive 
director of the Canadian 
Chamber of Commerce, said 
Trudeau's proposals were 
based substantially on the 
chambers recent recom- 
mendations to the federal 
government but that they 
had received a generally 
favorable reaction from 
business leaders. 
Bennet claims 
f ln lahshor t lyandthobcard  same message will then write a report with 
recommendations ' for a 
resolution. 
The union wiU be in a legal 
position to strike seven days 
after the board report is 
handed own. 
Air Canada mechanics walk out 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Most ternoon flights, an Air 
Air Canada ground service Canada spokesman said. 
personnel at Toronto In- 
teruntibnal Airport walked John Cavill said he under- 
,off the job today, forcing the stood the workers, members 
airline to cancel seven at- of the International 
Association of Machinists 
and Aerospace Workers, 
were conducting a partial 
walkout to discuss a ten- 
lative contract agreement. 
The workers were in a 
month. Terrace. Typ ing .  residence. P o l i o  o u t b r e a k  c o u l d  
~ ,  . ~ ,  1 transcribing, 
shorthand month end Assodate Dental Surgeon - :~ 
reporto, exp with public. Fee far Service. Mnsthave b b ught Can d 
expe~i~k's'~di'~., ft~0~'k~h'"~L~dct~. . . . . .  """ ........... LETHBRIDGE, Alta. health regulatiom*state that' 
for a legal survey and countries may demaffd (CP) - -  A federal health 
official said today very little 
can he done to prevent 
visitors from the Neth- 
orlands, where there has 
been an outbreak of polio, 
from entering Canada. 
Dr. Inn Marriott, senior 
public service health con- 
sultant, also said in a 
telephone interview from 
Ottawa that the Canadian 
~government cannot force 
visitors to be vaccinated. 
Local health authorities 
Tuesday reported the first 
confirmed polio ease in 15 
years. An eightyear-boy, a 
member of the Dutch 
Reformed Church, has 
partial paralytic polio. 
Marriott said international 
immunizatlea for only four 
d fseases - -  smal lpox ,  
cholera, yellow fever and the 
plague. 
He said three years ago, 
when a Toronto woman was 
suspected of having con- 
tacted laasa fever, the 
department of national 
health and welfare con- 
sidered issuing landing 
cards to keep track of 
visitors' movements in 
Canada. 
The cards would have de- 
mended etails about where 
individuals were from and 
where they were travelling 
in Canada. But the idea did 
not.prove to be practical. 
"When you think Toronto 
Registered "Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equlpmant. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
~ard  provided at cost. 
engineering practice. 
statlnnary Engineer - $1,400 
+. Terrace. 4th class 
engineer. Must have ticket 
(4th) 
Typist - 5-6 hour DOE. 
Terrace. Location flexible. 
Must have good typing skills. 
Hours vary. 
Cook's Helper - DOe. 
Terrace. Assistant cook. 
General duties. This could 
work into a cook position. 
Street Councellor - $138 
week. Terrace. Hrs. flexible 
must be •able to com- 
mtmicate with young people. 
First Aid Attea~nt- 8.91 Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or hotter. 
Camp job, Free B & R. 
Cook - 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift 
work. Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
order & banquets. 
First Aid Attende~t - 1,170 
per month plus. B ticket 
preferred. Camp job. R&B 
available. 
Typist - $4.50 -5.00- hr. DOE. 
Ter race .  Temporary  
peaWou. Some bookkeeping 
duties, le. accounts payable. 
Car Hop - Man. wage. 
Ter race .  Exper ience .  
preferred. Days to be 
arranged. 
Case Aid Worker - 138 wk. 
Tertaco. Counsellor - home 
visits & individual & family 
problems. 
Teletype Operator - $806 
month. Terrace. Must have 
grade 12 and 50 wpm typing. 
Head Cook - $5.00 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required. 
Vocational instructor- 1,727 
- 2,239 mo. To instruct 
students'all theory & repair 
of diesel engines 5 months 
appointment. Terrace. 
Fruit & Vegetable Salesman 
-10  percent commission. 
Terrace. Required to drive 
one ton truck, must he 
bondable, & do own 
bookkeeping. 
Graphic Artist - 650.00 - 
month DOE. Terrace. 
Graphics (Lectro-set). 
Commercial ay-out, Car- 
tooning lay-out etc. Prefer 
experience but will train. 
Waitress - 4.58 Hr. Terrace. 
Shifts. Must be 19. Must he 
experienced. 
Child CareWorker- 5.00 Hr. 
Terrace. Experience and-or 




I~ITCHENER, Ont. (CP) was to be deliberately kept 
--  The homing critic for the 
federal Progressive Con- 
scrvative party says the 
federal government had no 
intention of publishing a land 
costs study leaked to The 
Record last week. 
under wraps, especially 
close to an election." 
The Record quoted the 
$525,-000 federal-provincial 
report as saying govern- 
ments pent $775 million on 
land banks that had no effect 
on controlling housing 
prices. "The report was 
compiled by a study group 
set up in November, 1976. 
The government report 
attributed rising costs to a 
stock market slump, in- 
flation, rising incomes, easy 
mortgage money, the baby 
boom in the 1950si ashortage 
of housing lots and 
recognition of housing as a 
good investment. 
Jean Pigott, member of 
Parliament for Ottawa- 
Carleton, said in an in- 
terview Tuesday from Ot- 
lawa that her office has been 
deluged with calls since 
contents ed the report were' 
published. 
"We're sm'e the report was 
meant o he buried because 
we've been after it for some 




and the United States are 
displaying divergent at- 
titudes on what should be 
done about competition 
between the two countries to 
attract new auto plants with 
ever-mbre-generous in. 
centives. 
Top U.S. officials are 
coming to Ottawa on Friday 
for what Assistant T/'easury 
Secretary Fred Bergsten is 
calling "urgent con- 
sultations " on the matter. 
But Canadian officials aid 
today there is nothing urgent 
or unusual about he planned 
meeting. No cabinet 
ministers will attend. 
A spokesman.for Industry 
Minister Jack Homer said 
the meeting ispart of normal 
economic discussions bet- 
wsen the two governments. 
An industry department 
official said: "Auto 
questions will be .di~ussed, 
but as far as we re con- 
cerned, this is jest part of the 
regular hack-andforth that 
goes on aU the time." 
The talks come just as 
negotiations to secure a$400- 
million engine plant for the 
Windsor, Ont., area move 
into the final stages. The 
federal and Ontario 
governments have agreed to 
share the cost of an incentive 
in the neighborhood of $75 
million to persuade Ford to 
expand in Ontario. Details of 
the subsidy have not been 
released pending approval 
from Ford's board of 
directors. 
legal strike position. 
Cavlll said management 
personnel were attempting 
to "fill in the blanks as much 
as possible." Seven flights, 
however, had to he cancelled 
and more may he cancelled 
if workers do not report for 
afternoon shifts. 
" I t 's  purely a waiting 
game to see what happens," 
he said. "The big question is
whether the 3 p.m. and 4 
..... p.m. shifts turn up. In the 
meantime •we're getting as 
alone' has I I  million many flights out as 
passengers per year it would possible." 
He said he understood that 
be like a snowstorm ofpaper the union, which represents 
and I don't think we can about 1,700 workers in 
handle it," Marriott said. Toronto, had planned two 
He explained that once a study sessions today to 
visiter gels inside Canada, 
longer federal discuss the tentative con- 
tract. health is bu a Union spokesmen were not mat er provincial 
responsibility, available for comment. 
"I know of no provincial 
law that requires am- Cavill said Air Canada 
mnnizaUon." 
Frank White, Alberta's 
director of communicable 
diseases, said the province 
cannot force Alberta 
residents to be immunized 
and it v,~uld be nearly im- 
possible to demand visitors 
to he vaccinated. 
"Other than issuing alert 
to travellers, really nothing 





VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
British government has 
lifted its ban on the sale of 
canned Canadian salmon, a 
British Columbia govern. 
ment official said Wed. 
nenday. 
L. 'J, Wallace, agent- 
general representing th~ 
province in London, said in a 
telex that the British 
government's health and 
social security department 
had lifted the banj on B.C. 
canned salmon following an 
investigation and 
representation from the B.C. 
and Canadian governments. 
The British government 
'had warned grocery stores to 
remove all canned salmon 
from Canada and the U.S. 
While they investigated the 
possible botulism poisoning 
of four Birmingham 
residents. 
The fish has been iden- 
tlfied as John West brand 
salmon, canned in Alaska, 
but there was some con- 
fusion over whether the can 
was marked "Produce of 
Canada." r 
Wallace said the B~h 
government issue~J~i a 
statement Wednesday 
stating that Canadian 
salmon was not connected 
with the poisoning and could 
be sold. 
"The authorities seem to 
have over.rescted in ban. 
ning all canned salmon from 
North America including 
Canada," he said. 
may ha forced to comolidate 
some flights to ease 
operation. If two flights were 
leaving for Montreal within a 
half-hour's time of one 
another, one would be 
cancelled, he said. 
"Traditionally we con- 
centrate on long-haul flights 
and transatlantic flights-- 
that's where we'll con- 
centrate our efforts. We'll 
get as many other flights out 
as passible." 
Millions spent 
to boost dollar 
OTTAWA (CP) -  It cost meet payments on earlier 
the government $366 million borrowings of $1 billion from 
Canadian chartered banks. 
VICTORIA (C-T) - -  
Premier Bill Bennett oday 
welcomed the economic 
proposals laid down by 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
Tuesday, but said they have 
a familiar ing. 
"What the prime minister 
said is what British 
Columbia has been saying 
for some time, and his 
He said solutions to  
economic lls lie in long.term 
proposals implemented ona 
regular basis and not as 
crash programs. 
Trudeau said Ottawa will 
cut personal income taxes, 
check government spending, 
take a hard stand in public 
service contract 
proposals are a large part of negot iat ions ,  reduce 
the economic message we government intervention i  
took to the first ministers' the economy and turn the 
conference in February," post office into a Crown 
Bennett said in an interview, corporation. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINE$S I 
AUTQVEST 
Before you buy, inva~lllMI the ldvantl i lel  of this rlmt. 
to.own plan. All m~las paid apply to purdilea. ~flhy 
I l l  up your cash or berrswlng iwwor. 1st Md lest 
monllll rant led  drive IWly. 
EXAMPLES ~ * 
"*.7: ..... /Based  on,36 month  lease . . . . .  '~  
I 
78 F 250 pickup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or  simply return 
. . . . .  I 
75 Camera HT 
S139.00 per month 
lease and prlcl 
IL025.00 
.or simply ret~r~ 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$~.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
.or simply return 
I I 
78 Econollne Van 
Sl36.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,915.00 
or slmpl~ return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,i1'25.00 
or simply, return 
78 FI50 4 X 4 
$155~00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply return 
I 
78 C IOQ CMv 
.S12t.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,87S.00 
or simply return 
I I I I  I 
71 Dodge Van 
S129.e0 per month 
lease end price 
S1,07S.00 
or simply return 
SI39.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,0'L5.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER P. "JRMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
I l l ,  MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0NTtA 
in United States funds last 
month to support the 
Canadian dollar by buying 
up the unwanted currency on 
world markets, the finance 
department said Wednes- 
day. 
The monthly report on the 
country's official reserves 
says the government went to 
U.S. and other foreign banks 
to borrow $700 million U.S. to 
help in the dollar defence. It 
used $500 million U.S. to 
But even after these 
borrowings, government 
holdings of U.S. dollars were 
$166.4 million lower on July 
31than a month earlier. That 
means Bank of Canada 
traders, under government 
direction, spent his amount 
plus the $200 million left over 
from the foreign borrowing 
after repayments were 
made. 
Caughtwi L " . 
sales down" ,J 
aQVepfjM.,_ " '  OUr e.~_ .' ~'ale8 
adve, , -_ - .  " '~ counsels,. ~'~per leneed 
"-Sing program "r~/' runs a new 
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SPORTS 
Big plays down Riders 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg", Blue Bombers 
used the big, play and three 
field goals by. Bernie Ruoff 
Wednesday night to defeat 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
23-12 in Canadian Football 
League play before 26,619 
fallS. 
The victory, their first in 
three games, moved the 
Bombers into sole possession 
are winless in their first 
three games. 
Winnipeg quarterback 
Ralph Brock went the 
distance and connected with 
70-end 90-yard pass-and-rnn 
plays to Richard Crump and 
Mike Holmes for touchdowns 
in the first half. 
Ruoff converted both 
majors and added field soak 
from 43, 37 and 23 yards. 
Saskatchewan showed d fourth place in the western 
conference. The Riders now . good form early bY taking 
Erase hosti l i t ies with 
a demol i t ion derby 
All yon frustrated rivers carssurvivingthelrh~tw~ 
will get a chance to work off take l~..rt in the t~lra_an~ 
some hostilities in the Third champ|onship neat. ,'~acn 
Annual Demolition Derby carwillonlyhavetecompete 
in one heat before the final sponsored by ~the Terrace 
Stock Car Club September 17
at the Terrace Speedway. 
'naZi American or 
Ca an built cars can 
run,', says AI Rasko of the 
stock car club. 
To make a car eligible for 
the derby, all you have to do 
is make sure it has seat belts 
and fill thedriver's door with 
either cement or sand, then 
pay the $25 entry fee, 
Anybody over 19 can enter. 
Rssko adds the older the ear, 
the hotter your chances of 
w lm~ are. 
"The older the car the 
safer ~on are. You can hit 
an~whereyodw-ahi?' . . . .  
Rasko adds not to worry 
about Injuries because in the 
three years they have been 
nmnl~ the derby, no one 
has been hurt. 
"All the drivers knew that 
just before the hit you lay 
the seat." 
Ruko says the cars will be 
divided into two heats. The 
and prizes will be awarded to 
all heat winners. 
Rasko explained the 
procedure used to determine 
a winner. 
"Each car has a wooden 
tag which sticks out the back 
window. When the car can't 
run in it's heat anymm'e you 
break the tag." 
Although the derby had 
only a few cars cmn~tthg in
it last year, Rasko says the 
fans loved it and the club 
hopes to see about hirty cars 
out this year. 
The cut off dkte for entries 
is August 15. This gives the 
stock car club time to see 
• Jent how many ears will be !n 
the derby and allow them m 
do some advertising. 
The club will hold its usual 
races starting at • p.m. on 
the 17th. The demolitica 
derby will begin right after 
the last race at about 4 p.m. 
says Rasko. 
the opening kickoff and 
marching 64 yards to the 
Winnipeg 18 before settling 
for a ZS-yard field goal by 
BOb Macoritti. But they were 
held off the scoreboard for 
the rest of the half. 
quarterback Run Law 
caster struck early in the 
third quarter for a 19-yard 
touchdown pass to Frank 
Russell. Macoritti kicked the 
convert and added a ~0-yard' 
field goal in the third quarter 
to round out the scoring. 
CHANCE TO EQUALIZE 
After trailing 10-3 near the 
end of the first quarter, Sas- 
katobewan bad a chance to 
tie the game when Steve 
Masurak eluded three 
tacklers and ran a Lancaster 
pass 63 yards to the Win- 
nipe~ 12. 
Lancaster moves me team 
to the three-yard line, but he 
elseted to hand off to Mike 
Strickland on a third-down 
gamble. Strickland was 
stopped in his tracks hort of 
the first down. 
Each team roiled up in 
excess of 300 yards total 
offence, but the fame held 
little real excitement except 
for moments when the 
Bombers broke away for the 
b~ ~chdewn p~.ys. 
LfiichacZer ~lll Mauchuk - 
was left flat-footed on 
Wtonipeg's first touchdown 
by Crump. Brock threw a 
short pass over the middle 
and Cramp zomenew 
squeezed out of Manc.h~.'s 
grip and raced 70 yams mr 
the major. 
Sankatchewan's rookie 
safety Preston Young was 
beaten on Winnipeg's second 
touchdown by Holmes, who 
easily outdistanced his 
RoOkie pivot directs Argo 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Rookie 
quar~rbock a.edn~ Allison 
came "off the nenen in the 
third quarter Wednesda) 
night to direct Toronto 
Argonauts to a 16-11 
comeback victory over Mon- 
treal Alouetten and sol( 
izasession of first place in 
the Eastern Conference of 
the Canadian Football 
League. 
Allison, a graduate of 
Texas Tech---also the alma 
mater of Montreal quar- 
terback Joe Barnes ~- 
directed Toronto to the 
emotional win before a 
record crowd of 52,308 at 
Exh ib i t ion  Stadium, 
breaking the previous mark 
of ~0,~12. 
The h igh ly -phys ica l  
contest Ire'ned into a battle 
between the two second- 
string quarterbacks in the 
second half--Allison vs. 
GERRY Dattilo--as neither 
Chuck Eeley or Barnes could 
generate any offence. 
In the end, it was Toronto's 
ability to take advantage of
Montreal miscues that 
determined the outcome, 
The win gives Toronto a4-1 
record, while the less leaves 
Montreal at 3-2 and in a 
secandplace ti  with Ottawa 
Rough Riders, who hold a 
game in hand. 
RECOVER FUMBLE 
Montreal moved i-to a 
temporary lead, overhauling 
Toronto-which led 6-3 at the 
half--after Dickie Harris 
middle and the Argos star- 
bark streaked Into the end 
zone with the winning score. 
Ian Sunter later added a 
31-yard field goal at the five- 
minute mark and from that 
point on the p ine  was 
controlled by the Toronto 
defeats-led by Jim 
Currifall, 
The beet' Montreal could do 
for the remainder of the 
recovered a Mark game was to penetrate othe 
Brafagnolo fumble on tl~ Toronto 24. But the drive 
Toronto 35. \ \stalled and Don Sweet scored 
A 10.yerd pass to Chuck a single on a $1-yard field- 
McMaan set a up a 19-yard goal attempt that went wide. 
run to the ous-yard line by MILSSED OPPORTUNITIES 
Dattilio and Ken Starch 
rolled into the end zone on 
the next play. Sweet's 
convert put Montreal ahead 
10.6. 
However, that set the 
stage for Alllsen's heroics. 
Another fumble, this time 
by McMann, was recovered 
by Argos llnebacker Rick 
Bazzano at the Mmlraal 44. 
Allison moved the team to 
the 31 and on the opening 
play of the fourth quarter he 
hit Slade Willis over the 
The first half was punc- 
tuated by'the missed play 
ratherMontrealthan the ~t  PlsY'the '
Argonauts in good scer~.. 
position after the first punt ot 
the game when Wally Buone, 
kicking for injured Seen ny 
Wade, hit a 2~-yarder which 
Paul Bennett charged, 
causing Montreal to be 
easessed a no-yards penalty. 
Toronto scrimaged from 
the 35 and on second own 
from the 31, Ealey hit 
Pictured above are the trophies and medallions to be 
awarded to tbe winners of the Terrace First Annual 
Skateboarding Championships. Remember you ean 
practice your free style and skills this afternoon m the 
arena between 3 and 4:3O p.m. 
• I ~: : ,  " " :~: ~: .;]L':,':~,~ ~];~:~'i?~./~,~:•~/;,~;.~:~:'f',;':'*/:'~"~;.."-'.~': • 
pursuers after taking a long 
~ass down the middle, 
WA~ES EXCELS 
' Another of the mm'e ex- 
citing features of the game 
was the performance of Jsey 
Welters on the Riders' punt 
return team. Welters broke a 
number of long gainers, 
including one for 35 yards in 
the third quarter ~vhich set 
up a touchdown. 
WALTERS, WHO AIde  
TOOK TWO PASS~ FOR 
~% YARDS, TOOK THE 
PUNT TO THE Winnipeg 4O. 
Seven plays later, Lancaster 
caught Russell on a slant-in 
pass for a 19-yard scoring 
play. 
The teams were fairly 
even in offensive play, with 
Winnipeg picking up 12 first 
downs and Saskatchewan 16. 
The Bombers had 384 yards 
in total offence to the Riders' 
343. 
Brock completed 14 of 24 
pass attempts for 287 yards, 
while Lancaster bit on 14 of 
34 for 213 yards. Lancaster 
also tlm~w " two in-. 
tercuptious--both of them 
leading to Winnipeg field 
goals. 
Jim Washingtev, the work- - 
horse for Winnipeg, carried 
. /  , r ••  • 
HAPPY SAILING INVOLVES A CHECK BEFORE 
YOU LEAVE PORT, INCLUDING THE HULL, THE 
RIGGING, SAILS AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT. during the boating season. 
According to the Allied Boating Association of Canada 
i 
some careful checking at  the beginning of the season 
will pay big dividends in pleasure and peace of mind 
798-2221 
BARNEY.  SHOE'S & REPAIR  - 635.3092 
Here/'"""u*"u"''°" Free .  for  ONE month courtesy of THE DAILY  HERALD,  
0, yOU wish your' Busirl.$$ Phone 6366357 




high tide was at 2:3O p.m. and itwas 13.4 ft. 
Channel fishing right now is kind of an interesting 
time with very good fishing or quite poor depending on 
theda~and the time you happen to be there. With the 
long weekend coming up possibly this the time for that 
trip. See Bute Bal or Bishop Bay and try an area you 
haven't fished before. 
The popular lure is an Ab+A1 flashes/rol led ahead 
of a Tom-mack 4.5 or Hooshey at a depth of 15' if it 's 
eloudy or deeper if it's a sunny day. 
How about the Data River? My last report on this 
r iver was eight large Spring taken. Possibly worth the 
effort to walk to the power line pool. 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 
OLI'S PLACE • 798.2231 
the bah 16 timesfor 92 yards, 
and Richard Crump, who 
also caught hree passes for " • 
94yards. ear r iedu ix t tn len for  20 yards, P h i l l i e s  . lump in front t h e n  
hang on for w in  over  Mets 
by rushing for 114 yards on 24 
carries and catching two 
passes for 11yards. Mazurak By THE ASSOCIATED Francisco Giants whipped Indians to a 5-2 victory over p i te l~ with four RBIs to 
was the team's leading PRESS Houston Astrca 4-2. Kansas City Royais. load Angels over Oakland 
receiver,  with four re- Garry Maddox drove in In the American League, Bob Robertson's two-ran A's 5-2. 
ceptions for90 yards, four runs, three with his Mike Anderson's two-out homer in the sixth gave Boston Red Sex and New 
ninth home run  which singleintbel0thinninafave S attleMariucrs a 3-1 vic- YorkYankeesbattledtoaS-5 
.... ~ . . . . . .  earned, a five-ton second~.Baltimore Orioles a e.5 tory over Minnesota Twins tie in a rain-delayed game ,,,,,i 
/.' ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ :~,.~inning as Philadelphia.~.victory. over Milwaukee *behind .Jim Colbern's six. called~a/~te~.14 ioni .n~;~t~:16~~ victory ~=== held on to outlast. Brewers in the completioa of hitter: "'lr;j'nian B0stonk a.m'~';~E/jTby:ail~'~.mericelt "•  
New York Mete 8-6 Wed- a game suspended after nine hocked Don Aase's four.hit League curfew. 
neadsy in National League hours by a local curfew law ~.mOm ~.aooe .ev me'  ettttmts ~r=.n 
~ ~b/p~hail~i-- ~ Monday night. . , Dwight Edwards In the ained an 8-0 in the regniar]y-scheduled W L. l~'.oeL N&TION~ k~tOUS 
corner d the end zone. lao., I .  tka fi~u t five innineg . ..: ,,. . . . .  a.., . . . . . . .  .-o- game, Larry Hisle and Sal amen. es s? .~s -- 
nowev©~,  tu~ op~-uu7 'an,4ae~.n~ad with  fh~ v io tn~ W k Pal. GBL . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Bando blasted home runs ~ e  ~0 43 .sa ,~ receiver dropped the ball,. ,U~o,,,to ¢,v~.run ra,v bv New York .~ 46 .562 6~/~ Phllade;phla 56 46 .S& --  ~-v  . . . . . . . . . .  and Mike Caldwell notched ~ttim0re . 5s 47 .~  r/= ~ m s~ .5~o 4 
and Toronto for forced to .,he ~, ,~ ; .  the =lerhth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • -,, . . . .  his second straight victory ~e~t s6 *9 m w~ *9 ~ ~o 7 aeve~n 51 s, .~  ~ ~on~zi s~ 5s .~a or, settle for a ~-yard field goal • featuring a hit batsman, two as the Brewers took a 5-3 Toewdo 39 d~ ,~ 27 New York 46 63 .422 13'/~ 
by Sunt~r. It wasn't until the final six stolen bases, a doable, a decision from the Orioles. w~ u. t~u~s 4o ~ .~ ~8 
minutes of the second tripleandLeeMazzilli'stwo- John Grubb smanbed, a gzmm aty ~e46.s~e-- W~ , California 57 51 .~6 3 San Francisco 64 44 .593 --  
quartertlmtMonirenlbadan runbomer, home run ond Tom Veryzer OSeand ~ ~ .s19 4 oncalma. ~ 44 .~  ,/, 
The Mets' rally came off added an RBI double to re~=s ,e 56 .457 9'/= LOS ~oe~es 61 46 .570 24 
opportunity o score, reliever Ron Reed, who hlghli~ht a fourrun sixth ~nnmo~a 45 58 ,437 121/= San Dle0o .56 52 .SlY 8 
On a first.down play from seattle z 69.355 2~,/= t4m~on 49 57 .~  ~4 " came on after Randy Larch, inning, lifting Cleveland ch,caw ~ sv m ~3 ~,~a  
his own 47-yard line, Barnes 6-6, had held the Mets to one . . . .  
hit running back John , _ 
o,,... =.__.. TERRAGE MEATS Jerry Martin and Lereh NEW with a pe~ect strike. 4"717 However, withouta defender each hit sacrifice t im for a OWNER 
2-0 Phillies' lead before 
within 10 yards of h m,o ,Lenry  droppedthe ball. Maddox'shomer. UKELS' 638 1766 a ' "  
On the next play, running PhlladelphiaMike Scl ndtthirdledwith otf thehis (Next to Fields) m MASON 
back Starch ran for 18 yards, 14th homer for a 6-0 lead. 
then an lI-yard Bamss-te- Martin doubled and scored 
O'Lenry pass set up Sweat's on Maddox's ingle. Boone 
4~-yard field goal. singled home a fifth-inning Welcome to Terrace 
ALS BOTTLED UP 
For the most part, Men- run for the Phillies. 
freal was bottled deep in its In other ,atioasi ~ Riverboat Daze 
own territory and, sub- action, Mike vairs two-run 
seqnantly, theArgos enjoyed triple in the first hacked the 
sovea.hit pitching of Mike 
excellent field position in the Krukew and Bruce Suttar, 
opon~ hoe. At -your  favour i te  market .  and  ~t . .qet  :your 
Sumter's econd field goal Icading Chicago Cube to a 3-2 
victory over St. Louis . " . . . . . . .  
was set' up whe~ Starch Cardinals. s teaks  ~ roasts  I :Cut to  FoUrorder at  low 
fumbled on the Montreal 34, Pete Rose doubled, singled . . • " • . . . . . .  : 
With Allison at the helm, the 
Argos moved to the 16-yard twice and hit a home run in pr i ces .  - . ' "  • , 
his first four times at-bat and /- ~ ~* • line, thanks to a great catch " . ~ . 
by Willis. But they could Tom Soever hurled a three- | 
hitter, lending Clncinnatl / /"  
po.netrate no further and Reds to a 0.2 triumph over Phone in ahead and we' l l  have  it r dy I Sunter added the •three Atlanta Braves. points. Brace Kizon and Kent To- 
- -  I 
~ r . t ~ t o , ~ m  hitterknlve andC°mbinedphil Garner°n a three-hit a for you. Have a good weekendi 
F~.cawwmm solo home mn a~ Pittsburgh 
=~ W L T P A P Pirated beat Montreal Expos 
Toron~ . ,  ~ 3 1 0 93 79 6 3-0. ~..:'?~%.~:~..~.;`~.~;:;.;..~:~;.;....L.~.;~;.~.;~;~;~;.~~:~:.~:~.~:~.~:~;~;~;~;~;~;~.~;~;.;~.~%~:~:~:~ 
oM~ , =10.~334 Bob Owchinko and relief .................................................................. " ; ............................... ':'!it 
- . ,  Bus iness  
~l~n 1 2 1 m lm 3 ace Rollie Fingers combined !i! 
cm~nm to hold Los Angeles to just ::~ 
31.o1~6 flvehits as San Diego Padres ii~ 
cs~/  ; j ~ ~ ~ ; defeated the Dodgers 2-1 and :;;.; • • ;~.. 
~om I = o ~ n 2 ran their winning streak to a d 
Saska~he~n ,~ .0~047,0  club-reeerdnine games, iiii " Not l ists ,  un our fii 
~=~e~ 23 ~ 13 three-run homer as San cuter_, 
AU ' - 535-2040 :.'.'~ 
Fish/rig report iiii  w'  o,.,.,, ,o..,To,, .,,.,,, 
By Don Pearson.  Custom Sports i!il ~ WATER L ILY  BAY RESORT;  798.2267 . i~ 
The low tide Wednesday was 2.6 ft. at 8:10 a.m. The 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
andto retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication• 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of en error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shal l  be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the BritiSh 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrimlnafes 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more oqnsecutive, in. 
"serflons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not., 
Absolutely no refuncls after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance con be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




• 22 cents per agate Ilne. 
Minimum charge $6.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTIS ING:  
$3.00 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On e 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 




1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASS IF IED CASH 
WITH ORDER ether than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Reprints .of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through our 
office• 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
40 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
mustbe prepeld. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us et Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
Is your son Interested In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number wlU be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please cal l .  
• Ripe Relief 
Abortion Councelllng 









Sksena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby. Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
h50-3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysltters who brlng 
'chlldren must have parents 
wrltten consent for Ira- 
All present and former 
students of Holy Cross 
Elementary School, 300 
Dubuc St., St. Boniface. 
Manitoba, are Invited tc 
celebrate the SOth An-  
nlversary of that school 6n 
the Thanksgiving weekend, 
.October 6th to 8th, 1978. 
Any farmer student hevlng i
mementos, such as plctures, 
yeer books, pennants, etc.,! 
• are asked to loan same to the. 
50th Annlversary Corn-: 
mlftee, and show their namel 
end address on them to be! 
returned after the i
celebrations. 
Former students Intending' 
to take part In c'elebretions 
or send mementos are asked 
to notify the Committee at 
252 Dubuc St., Winnipeg;, 
Manitoba, :A.2H 1E3 ; .~ 
Anyone seeing this notice 
Is asked to contact other 
students or fellow 
classmates who may not see 
this notice, to Inform them of 
the reunion In Octobe;'. 
As the records for the 
years 1928.1948 cannot be 
found, we would 'ask all 
students from theSe years to 
forward their names & 
addressees, along with those 
of any of their classmates, to 




pURSUANT TO THE 
FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE 
UNDERSIGNED BY THE 




IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE  
Effective .August 1st. 1978 
A.D., the use of Hooks 
having more than One (I) 
Point while Angling for all • 
species of Fish In the waters 
Od ~ bless. 
Phone 63= ~lum 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. mcov , ,~ ,~,~ 














For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass ell 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
O~ till S p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 6241-5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
Found: small utility trailer 
near Parkslde School. Phone 
635.7068. (2-3) 
Justified by a bona fide Servlce charge of SS.0O on all 
requirement for the work N S F cheq,ms munlzation, of the LAKELSE RIVER Is 
Involved ~. , ; ~ ,  ~, ~ • '  ",.;J-, .':r,.,':~,,, ,'. . . . . . . . .  ADULT CLINICS ' '. p~ohlbited until further Small gir l 's 2-wheeler 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ' "  ~ r "  " . . . .  ~'~W=n:i~,,,,~.,..,~j:K.-_e~,R,~,,,:~These,are, he ld ,a t tbe .Hea i1h ,~ ~tlce,.-•;: ..... "~ : - . . . .  ;~.,,,'qJtandard bicycle from the 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  - .~-~. - " ' " "  " ' "  . . . . . . . .  Unl t -on ~; Monday, Wed- : . . . . .  Agar Avenueerea, BIkehas 
Sterling t'ublisners Ltd. HUN~: No charge provided news nesclay; and Friday from NOTE: This prohlblfe the a red end chrome frame with 
3:00 - 4:10 P.m. by ap. use of Treble Hooks while a red banana seat end a 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 





Effective October i, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
submitted within one month. 
55.00 prod0ctlon charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in  
advance. 







Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop, 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will'try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup• 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night et 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at N0.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment end planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No• 205-4721 
, Lezelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment end guldence 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 












Classes are held throughout 
the year e t  Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their totally doctor. 
Terrace area onlg. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year oldchildren. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
'vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m• 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appolntment. 
SANITATION 
Th e public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanltatlen 
problems. 
Speech and HEaring Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by referral from family 
doctor or community health 
nurse..638.1155.. 
Skeene District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of • Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
t'erested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Pregnant ~nd In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Usa at 635.3164 
Carol at'635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thcrnhlll area 
the following services. 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people, 
• Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact 5keenavlew Lodge 
635.2265 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
angling In the LAKELSE 
RIVER. 
BY ORDER OF: 
John V. Hlpp 
• FISHERY OFFICER 
PLACE TERRACE, B.C. 
DATE July 31, 1978. 
The following Neigh- 
beurhood We~ch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wil l  be held 
throughout the summer and 
householders ere on. 
couraged to attend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Thursday,. August 3, 1918 
7:00 pm 
At the Jack Cook School 
Gym 
4720 Graham Avenue, 
To Include: Goulet Avenue 
and area including Pear 
Street, West to Ehy Street 
Monday, August 3, 1978 8:00 
pm 
At the Zion BaptlstChurch 
(basement) 
2911 Sparks Street 
For the 4700 block of Keith, 
south to Include the area 
bordered by Kelth Avenue, 
~Tefrault, Hauglend, to east 
to Include Coburn Street. 
Tuesday, August 8, 1978 7:30 
pm 
At the Terrace Alliance 
Church 
4923 Ager Avenue 
For the 4800 and 4900 block of 
Agar, Pohle, and Kelth 
Aven~e. 
Wednesday, August 9, 1978 
7:00 pm 
At the Terrace Child 
Development Centre 
2510 South Eby Street 
For south Eby street, 
Molltor, 4800 and 4900 
Graham,. Mills Avenue, 
Warner Avenue, Sunset 
Drive, McOeek Avenue, 
.Haugland Avenue (,1800 and 
4900 blocks), end the 2400, 
2500 and 2600 block of Kenny 
Street. 
THE HOBBY HUT. 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
Lost from the 3300 Block of  
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638.1064. (ctf) 
.white basket. 635-6357 or 635. 
3642. (fin stf) 
Full or i~rt-tlme. Here Isen 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available.. For 
Interview's Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(cff) 
Master or Mad Hand 
Mechanic for mid•coastal 
Mainland Logging operation. 
Year round salary, benefits. 
Contact Percy Logging Co, 
Room 505.207 W. Hastings 
Vancouver, B.C. 682-2655 (c5. 
4) 
Looking for older couple to 
look after 2 duplexes, Rent 
free. Preferrably have some, 
experience with pumps and 
septic tanks. Call 635.6502 for 
Interview. Ask for Mrs. 
Nadeau. (c5.5) 
The Recreation department. 
of Terrace is looking for fall 
• program Instructors. If you 
are IntereSted in Instructing 
a course, Please call Jan. 
niter Brooks at 635-2841. 
Base rate from $3.00 to $6.00 
depending on experience. 
(c6•3) 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10lll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13....First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar; 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
COMli~iO EVENT: 
The Art Gallery of the 
Kltlmat Museum shows from 
July 18 to August 4 oil 
Paintings by Don Portelance 
from the Burnaby Art 
Gallery and historical 
photographs on Kltlmat on 
loan from Alcan. Museum 
hours are dally from 12 to 5 
p.m: except Sundays when 
the Museum Is closed• 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
WMgM Watchors meeting" Memorial Hospital. 
heldevery TueKlayat/p.m. Sun. Breakfast Meet(ng. 
at the Knox United Church lO:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Hell, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
• Title: Stockman 2 
• Group:  P roper ty  
Management 
i.t)¢atlon: Terrace 
Department: Regicn 4 
Open to both male and 
female applicants. 
Duties: 
Will be  responsible for 
shipping, receiving and 
material hendllng. Duties 
Will also Include the stocking 
and maintelnlng of --lores 
and providing stores control 
as well as the carrying out of 
regular audits. Duties will 
also Involve some Clerical 
functions and use of a cardex 
system. 
Qualifications: 
Must have the ability to 
develop and maintain for 
InventoYy  cont ro l .  
Familiarity with standard 
trades items Is required as is 
experience In a stock control. 
position. Also some ex- 
perience In office ad• 
ministration and clerical 
functions would be an asset. 
Salary: 
$1060 to $1170 per month plus 
Isolation Pay SS2.80 per 
month 
Sand applications to: 
Mr. Ken Eastman 
Building Manager 
British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation 
4027 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K/ 
Applications must be 
received on or before Aug. 
15, 1978 
Houseparents 
for Group Home 
On September 1, ' 1978, 
houseparents wil l  be  
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home in 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
children. Houseparents must 
be emotionally mature, and 
will require the following 
qualifications: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance: 
An ability to provide el. 
fe¢flve parenting and to 
maintain good standards of 
physical eswell as emotional 
care for children: 
An ability to manage well 
In all areas of living, In- 
c lud ing  househo ld  
operations, budgeting and 
planning constuctlve and 
creative edivltles for the 
children In the home. 
Co.operation with the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources and other com. 
reunify resources Is essential 
in meeting each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources. Contract is 
negotiable.. Please submit a 
complete resume in care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenu e,  Terrace, 
B.C., VaG 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
[i i 
The first stewardess wee Miss Ellen Church, a registered 
nurse, who welcomed 11 passengers aboard a flight from 
Oakland, Calif., to Cheyenne, Wyo. in 1930. 
UNIT MANAGER 
Kemtucky Fried Cklcken 
Join e large well established company as a full time 
manager of a Kentucky Fried Chicken unit. 
Full Training Prevld~l 
We are looking for pe~)l~ who enloy working with the 
public and will take plrld.e~ln producing a high quality 
product and ere capable of managing staff. 
Competitive salary and benefits Offered. 
Please reply in writing to: 
Mr. Rob Myers 
Ernle's Take Home 
801.W.3rd Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 1H6 
I I i i i  / 
/ 
Yamaha. Phone 635.4659. 
(pS-S) 
Brl*dth C~umbi I t ~  r.,Otl~lOA 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
Title: Building maintenance 
man (S t ructura l -  
Mechanical) 
Group:  P roper ty  
Management 
Location" Bol~ Quinn Lake - 
125 miles North Stewart 
Department: Region 4 
Open to both male and 
female applicants. 
1977 TC 125 Suzuki Dual 
transmlsslon 4 High 4 Low 
Street legal $800. 638.1328 
after 9 pm. (ctf) 
For sale, 1913 Triumph 150, 
excellent condition• Best 
offer• Phone 632.6809. (Eft) 
Honda XL 125 motorcycle• 
638.1121 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(ps.4) 
Duties: 
"Reporting to the Trades 
Supervisor, carrys out all 
general building main- Lloyd's Stereo Cassette 
tenance and reapirs in the turntable and receiver. 
Stewart-Casslar area. Excellent condition, 35 wafts 
Performs general main- channel. Asking $300. (pS-4) 
tenance and repair to 
equ ipment  Inc lud ing  Couch & chair $40, wooden 
heating, ventilating, air. coffee table $65, 16 ft 
conditioning, plumbing, Frontiersman V stern c-w 
electrical and mechanical paddles $.200, 15 ft freezer, 1 
systems; including Power yr old $300, large dest $50, 
Plant service• Will be small desk 535, telephone 
required to travel ex- table. $25, Shelby Acoustic 
tensively, guitar & case S100. Other 
household Items call 635.4351 
Qualifications; after 4 pm. (pl.3) 
Preferably secondary school 
graduation with additional Wanted . 175 motor for 
training in structural and Kawesakl motor bike. Phone 
mechanical maintenance, a 635-3268after6pmorGord at 
good knowledge of the 635.4941during theday. (Eft) 
methods, practices, tools 
and supplies in same, a For sale, chesterfield & 
worklng knowledge of the .chair, 2 end tables and coffee 
methods of making car- table. Will sell separately. 
pent ry ,  e lec t r i ca l ,  Phone 635-9255. (c5.7) 
mechanical and plumbing 
repairs. Must have several 12x16 shod, Insulated and 
years  experience In the wlred. Phone 638.1469 after S. 
general maintenance of ctf 
repair of heating, ventilating 
equipment. 1913 Skiroule 440 R.T. Ski- 
duo, 1965 Pontiac 
Salary: Stratochlef, 1973 Mazda pick- 
$1476 per month plus up. Phone 635-6956. (c5.5) 
isolation pay $198.00 per For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
month 
and waste-paper suitable for 
Housing is available crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
Send applications to: rims, GM.Chev,.Phene 635.~y..1~ 
Mr. K.L. Eastman 5092 (ctf) Building Manager 
British Columbia Buildings 5.5 H.P. Sears outboard $175, 
corporation Johnson gas tank $80, 
4827 Kelth Ave. Clarinet 530, Milk Shake 
Terrace, B.C. mixer $10,  component 
cassette deck S20. 635.5407. 
• Deadline for submission: (p3.3) 
August 15, 1978 
Antique mahogany Buffet 
Quote Position 1970.43 with mlrror,B&H B.Flat 
clarinet. Call 638.8168 days 
or 638.1068 late evening. (p4- 32.  BICYCLES' 
'MOTORCYCLES 
For Sale: A 175cc Yamaha 
Enduro, Asking $350.0'0, 
Good running condition, also 
a 1977 750 cc Honda Super- 
sport with windlemmer 
fairing, like new condition, 
never rode In the dirt, asking 
price $2700.00 or best offer. 
Phone 635.3024 after six. 
(p10-7) 
Remington, N~del 1100 20 
guage, Vent Rib" 52..75, 
Remington model 742, 3006, 
Bushnell Scope Chief. 1.5 to 
~.55300. Call after 6 635.2808. 
(c3.4) 
For Sale, one old timer 
engine, year 1915, type DC 
with flywheel end pullles 
antique International, like 
new, In crate. Price $200. 
Phone 635.2668. (c3.4) 
GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
CLERK TYPIST 2. PART.TIME 
TERRACE 
FOR: Ministry of the Attorney Generai, Provincial 
Court -. secretary to Administrative Judge Collins. 
Auxiliary position for three days a week. 
Must have a minlmum of 2 years clerical experience 
with typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian Citizens are given . preference. 
Obtain and submit applications: 
Mrs. P.M. Norris 
Regional Court Admlnlstrator 
No. 15.4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Government of Canada 
~ ESTATESOFF ICER 
Indian and Northern Affairs 
Indian and Inult Affairs Program 
Williams Lekeand Terrace, B.C. 
This competition Is open to both men and women who 
are residents of the province of British Columbia. 
SALARY: S15,746. • $17,657. per annum (Under 
Negotiation) 
DUTIES: Interesting end challenging positions exist In 
our Estates Program involving travel and direct work 
with Indian people. Duties include researching end 
administering Indian estates end providing advice end 
assistance to clients end the Department. 
QUALI F ICATIONS: Applicants with some pare legal, 
Insurance or trust company experience, who are in- 
terested in Native Ioeople and possess communication 
and problem solving abilities will be given serious 
consideration. Knowledge of English Is •essential. 
Send your application form end-or complete resume 
quoting Reference Number 78-V.IAN.S8, before August 
16, 1978 to: C. Plnhey, Regional Staffing Officer, Public 
Service Commission, P.O. Box 11120, Royal Centre, 500 
• 1055 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3L4 
"24' Cabin Cruiser for qulok 
sale. Hull completely 
finished - Cabin ready for 
flbreglass. Includes 260 c..I 
V.8 Ford Marine Eng + leg 
+ 3 props + 90 par cent 
materials & supplies 
necessary to  finish boat, 
including trim tabs, depth 
sounder & all hardware. 
Tandem trailer In very good 
condition. All for $7,000 or 
nearest offer. Phone Terrace 
635.9442 between 6 and 8 pro. 
For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
beat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with Jet unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life jackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion st.eerlng. 
Boardlng homes for high 1972 Datsun P.U. Good. 
school students to attend mechanical coi~dltion. $900. 
school In Terrace from o.b.o, also "1967 Dodge 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 Monaco 2 dr• hard top in 
roOm and board rate $175 per good condition 5800 o.b.o. 
month. For further In- Phone638.t070. (¢5-5) 
• formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 1967 Dodge 2 door. Call 635- 
3335 after 5. (p3.3) 
Wanted to Rent. • Working 
couple with child requires 2 1969 Plymouth station 
bedroom abode. Phone 635- wagon. Asking $300 638.1273. 
5722or 635-7541 anytime. (p4- (c5-5) 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school & 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. 1. Phone 635.3682 or638- 
1587. (ctf) 
• .o 
For Sale: 5hake and shingle 
12x54 2 bedroom house 
trallerwith large Ioey shack 
& sundeck. Set-up & skirted 
in local trailer court. Un. 
furnished. Asking $5,500 or 
closest offer. Phone 638.8297 
or 635.4250. (p3.4) ' 
For Sale 1971 Glendale 
$2,000.00 firm. Phone 635. Mill complete with timber trailer In excellent shape, on 
'~37. nights, 6381613 .Days. rights and all Iogglng equip. V= acre fenced & landscaped 
:(ctf) Self sufficient. For Into. Iot, workshop and woodshed. "
.... Write Box 305 Kltv~anga B.C. Must be seen to appreciate. 
3 bedroom basement suite. 
Fridge & stove with carpet & 
natural gas. 4733 Davis St. 
Close to town. Available 
Immediately. Phone 635.2360 
(pl-3) 
For rent, 1 & 2 bedroom 
furnished units now 
available. Phone Skeena 
Estates 635.2577 after 4 pm 
(c4.5) 
FOR RENT one bedroom 
furnished apartment, heat 
and hydro Included, dishes 
and linen supplied. $65.00 par 
week slngle 
$55.00 per week double. 
Phone 635.9258. (c3-3) 
i!i: . . : !.!' 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
| Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 f011 Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
sundeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
~enner St. To view call 635. 
#05 " 
• - i i i  
bedroom home, 2 
fireplaces, paved driveway, 
enclosed garage, large 
garden, fully wired partially. 
finished basement, frldge, 
'stove, drapes Included. 635. 
9277. (p5-3) 
Have we got a deal for you I 
Do you have lake-shore 
~'operty or a piece of 
property in you can't afford 
to build on right now? We 
have 2 - 3 bedroom houses 
for sale. To be moved, 
suitable for summer  
homes, or all year round. 
Have hot water tanks, all 
plumbing, furnaces and oli 
tanks. $4000 each or if sold 
by August 7th, $3,500 each. 
Phone 635-3112. (c3-5) 
i 
For Sale 2 bedroom house, 
'close to school and down- 
'town. Asking $35,000. For 
app. to view phone 635.3898 
between 10 am and 1 pro. 
(p10-3) 
I I  . . . .  T!II~I , _ 
Homo For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
with partially finished 
basement. Folly land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367. 
For sale by owner, Duplex in 
town close to schools, car- 
port, 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 
bedrooms downstairs, 1V= 
bathrooms. Phone 63'3.5233 
after 5 pm. (p5.4) 
ICholce Propert'/ For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expanslon on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber 8, many 
extras mostly all fur- 
nished. 
Apply: R.A. Clark • 635. 
3198 after 6 p.m. (pl0.37) 
For Sale 2 bedroom house 
with fireplace. Large back 
yard with garden space. 
'Asking $34,000. View at 20 
Nass St. or call 632-3413., 
5?... 
AUTOMOBILES 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
mnlntain, willlng to ra t  or 
lease, refereme~, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
V0J 2A0 or phone (604) 849- Asking $28,000. Good buy. 
5331. (p4-18,19,3,4) Phone 630-8224. (p5-5) 
For sale by owner: 4.65 
acres, with small fully 
serviced cabin & shed. 
Located 6 miles out off Old 
'Remo Rd. Phone 847.2752 or 
write M. Farrell R.R. 1, 
Smithers, B.C. 
56' gateway doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queansway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Parkl 
Phone 635-9429. (ctf) 
1.5acres. All year spring fed ' 
creek. Very secluded and For sele 12X68' 3 b~r-'~m 
nicely treed. One mile from trai ler (gateway). Fui. 
town. Asklng $11,900. Write nishedor unfurnished. 0X12 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) HEATED JOEY SHACK. 
' Complete witfi 0,000 BTU air 
For Sale 11/4 acre land nicely oond. Close to schools 635. 
treed and cleared good soil & 
fenced In. Close to Vocational 
school within municipality. 
635-5233. (p5-4) 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park In Terrace area. Free 
space rent & commission. 
Contact F.~-. Janauer. 638- 
8233. evenings after 7. (c10-8) 
For Sale 
1969 Dodge Van, slant 6, 
partly camperlzed, good 
running cond. Best offer. 
Mary 635-7144, 638-1670. (p5- 
3) 
For Sale 1972 Grand Torlno 
phone 633.2409. (p5.6) 
1975 Plymouth Gran Fury. 
=daor, Vinyl top. PS, PB, A-C 
Gas saver, 31,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
632-3736. (c3.5) 
1975 GMC Jimmy 4x4 350 4 
9323. (p10-7) 
For Sale 1970 12'x68' Park. 
wood 3 bedroom trailer. Set 
up on fenced lot. $18,000. 
Copperside Estate. Phone 
638.1273. (c2.4) 
Repossessions 
We have a limited number 
of 12', 14' and 24' wlde In 
excellent condltlon 
No Down Payment 
Purchase  Inc ludes  
delivery, set-up and fur- 
nlture. (on approved 
credit) 
If you qualify we will fl 
you in at our expense. 
Hurryl - Thesewon't lastl 
Call our credit manager 







Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal •Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (,:If) 
barrel • 2 complete sets of . 
tires. Low mileage. 8track & kl~ent or Purchase 1972 12x68" 
cassette. Factory opftons. Paramont house trailer with' 
No reasonable offer refused• 
Phone after 6 635-2615. (p2.4) 
1972 "I:R Spitfire. Low 
mi leage ,  Exce l lent  
mechanlcally. 638.1518. (c2- 
4) 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (C4.9) 
1975 Datsun 710 sedan. 
Automatic, radio, excellent 
condltlon~ low mileage. 635- 
9251 (c3-~) 
1967 Rover T.C. 2000 64,000 
miles. 4 wheel dlsc brakes, 
leather upholstrey. Good 
condition. 635.4709 after 6. 
(p3.4) 
1973 Datsun 240z. 
Mechanically excellent 
condition, a-c, Phone 635. 
5770. (p3-4) 
1967 GMC pick-up. 6 cyl. 4 
speed. Phone 635-4312. (p5-5) 
Dodge tandem dump truck 
new 413 motor~, 1000 x 20 
rubber work available. 847. 
2752 Nouch Weldlng, 
Smlthers. (p5.4) 
1973 Ford V= ton. Explorer, 2 
gas tanks, wired for camper, 
1970 Ford V= ton, 302 engine, 
economical transportation. 
1965 Chev 48 pass. school 
bus. Suitable for camper. 
Good condition, 1967 Chev 4 
dr HT 350 Eng. Auto trans. 
Phone 635.7824. (c5.4) 
fireplace near stores and 
.schools,.on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage If 'nee. 
Phone 112-762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Deh Win. 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
56'..Safeway doublewl~ I 
14. :X40 sq. ft. Includes all 
major appliances,, large 
garden shed and fencing. 3 
BEDROOMS, V4 FULL 
BATH, AND FIREPLACE. 
Set 'up and fully skirted in 
caadar. View at No. 31.4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trai ler Park). 
$26,000 Phone 635-9429. 
(ctf) 
1968- 10x52 two bedroom 
gateway fully set up and 
skirted. Complete with 0x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753 Konworth. Phone 638- 
1620 (plmonth - au4) 
I I I  
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down, 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
(ctf 
1975 Ford F-250 Crew cab. 
390 c.l., eutomatic, PS, PB, 
new fires & brakes. 30,000 
miles with no commercial 
use. Quick sale for heat offer. 
4829 Graham Ave. after 5 
pm. 635.2884 (c5.4) 
1974 International V= ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635.3564 or 635.6166 (lmth 
73 Toyota P.U., 72 Ford P.U, 
74 Ford Wlndo Van, 73 
Mazda Wagon. 635.663~ or 
view at 2609 Skeena St, (c3-3) 
Household Realty 
SECOND MORTGAGES . 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Come on In or call the nearest 
office of Household Finance 
Ask for Modgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635.7207 
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11' Security camper, self. 
contained (hot & cold water) 
shower, sleeps 6 excellent 
condition. $4500. 635.6997 (ca- 
3) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) 
1969 Travel Trailer 18' sleeps 
6. Frldge, stove. $2500 OBO. 
Phone ~5-$339. (eft) 
'For ~ale ~" 28 foot Streamline 
,travel trailer In excellent 
condlti'~, also 1970 Monte 
Carlo. Phone 635.3946. (e5.5) 
1970 Streamline Trai ler 
(aluml~u'm) 255 sleeps 4 
c~mpletely self contained, 
Air conditlonlng, excellent 
condition. Phone 635.6772 
leave message for Wayne. 
(I)2-4) 
22' River beat and trailer. 
.Can yew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635-3564 or 635- 
I ~ ¢  Mm~t lyo!  
~ formtt  
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be recelved 
by the District Forester, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031.10.4 JS 
.Located Kltaumkalum Ski 
Hill Ranger District Terrace 
Number of Hectares 8.12. 
Viewing Date 10 August 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub-. 
miffing a tender for this 
contraot Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. 
1978. 
2. Contract ST 1031.10-5 JS. 
Located Kltsumkalum Ski 
Hill. Ranger District 
Terrace. Number of hec. 
tares 8.77. Viewing date 10 
August 1978, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
6166 (iilO-aul0) 
Just in time for holidays, 15' 
collapsible Rollte' Travel 
Trailer. No canvas. Solid 
construction throughout. 
View at 6 Skeena or Phone 
432.6257. (p3.4) 
Sportscraft Tent trai ler,  
sleeps 6, portable propane 
stove, table, heater & 
canopy. To view ca11'635- 
9471. (p3-4) 
For Sale, 25' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped. In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.5546. (c10-11) 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing .a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. ~ 
Deadline for Receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. 
1978. 
67|  " ' ~ ' 
SERVICES 
3. Contract 
ST ~03t-q.10 ~.  I~ocbted' " 
Herman Creek. Ranger 
Olstrict Terrace• Number of 
"hectares 9.75. Viewing date 
11 August 1975, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. 
1978. 
4. Contract ST 1031.7.11 JS. 
Located Herman Creek. 
Qualified carpet , In-~ Ranger District Terrace. 
stallatlons. Also cushion Number of hectares 7.9. 
floor Installation available. Viewing date 11 August 1978, 
jcontract work. Call Chris leaving Ranger Station at 
ennlngs. 635.7134. (p3-3) 9:00 a.m. 
• . . Note: Viewing of the stand 
Divorcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone .- fastl Call Self-' 
Counsel Services toll free 
112.800.663.3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub. 
(4-13) miffed on the form and in the 
Does your building need e~,~vel°pos.,s°Pl~,!led whlc~.~ 
exterior painting? Call 635-""'" v . . . . . . . . . .  , .... • *,~ 
4906 Kermode Frlendshlp obtained from the Forest 
C.~ntre. l.Eave name and Ranger(s)Indlcated or from 
phone number for Terry. the Dlstrlct Forester,  
Free Estlmate. (stt) Mlnlstry of Forests, Prlnce 
:- Rupert, B.C. 
Notice ot 
APpIicotion for 
Change of Name 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
an application will be made 
to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- Patrick 
William Sterrett of. 4844 Loen 
Ave. In Terrace, in the 
Province of British 
Columbia, to change my 
THE CiTY OF 
PRINCE RUPERT 
HAS FOR SALE 
Item. 1 1 only 1968 Va ton 
pickup. 6 Cyl motor, stan- 
dard trans. Serial nr. 
14811120.".9 
Item. 2 1 only 1968 V= ton 
plckup. 6 Cyl motor. Auto 
trans. Serlal nr. CS 
1481130116 
item - 3 I only 1970 Ford ~/~ 
ton F250 cab & chassis. 6 Cyl 
motor auto trans. Serial nr. 
F25 BRH 32564 
Item - 4 1 only 1970 Ford 
Econollne Van E252, 6 Cyl 
motor, auto. trans Serial hr. 
25AHHS0448 
Item. 5 1 only 1973 Ford Va 
ton pickup FIO0, 6 Cy!. 
motor, auto trans. Serlal hr. 
F10GRQ65965 
Item • 6 1 only 1974 Ford 
Crew Cab pickup, V0 motor, 
auto trans. Serial nr. 
F35YCT32727 
Item.7 1 only 1960 Essick 
Vibrator Roller, N, odel VR 28 
W Serial nr. 6201~42 
Item - 8 1 only Portable 
Nr Compressor, Brlggs & 
Stratton Air cooled engine, 
Serial nr. C2447 
Item 9 I only Air Operated 
Tire Bead Breaker (Branlok 
Model TTR) 
Item 10 1 only Graco 
Model 03369 Grease 
Dispenser (with cart) Serial. 
nr. 87407 
Item • 11 3 only Homellte 
Model 922 Power Saws, In 
parts (to be sold as one Item) 
CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1 - As Is where Is. 
2 - A certified cheque or 
money order for 10 percent 
of the amount offered must 
be enclosed for offer ,to be 
considered. 
3 - The highest or any offer 
not necessarily accepted. 
4 - Offer addressed to the 
undersigned must be aub- 
mltted In writing, In a sealed 
envelope and clearly marked 
"Offer - re equipment for 
sale", will be recelvod up to 
3:00 p.m. local time Wed. 
onsday August 9, 1978. 
Equipment may be viewed 
at the City Stores, Wantage 
Road, g:O0 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchaslng Agent, 
City of Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
veJ 1L7 
ewest or any tender IN  :~ .=. /~L . I  
Energy cannot be created 
or destroyed, it can only he 
changed from one form to 
another. / 
Esuapologist Harry Houdini's real name was Ehrich Wet.. 
As the intrepid "Endeavour" 
name from Patrick William probed northward through the 
Sterrett to Patrick William Barrier Reef's t~achemus coral, 
Sterritt. James Cook  became greatly con- 
Dated this 22 day of Aprll, cerned about the venture's 
A.D. 1978 success. 
Patrick William Sterrett He was uncertain i f  Tnrres 
Strait that had been declared to 
~xist at Australia's north end, was 
a reality. 
He knew, too, that with the 
Milk cow for sale. 635-7704. "Endeavour" in bad shape, any 
(p-6-4) extension of the journey could 
be fatal. 
Wanted 6-8 laying egg hens. However, he pressed on. 
Phone 632.5077 (c3-3) FinMly he rounded Cape York 
TENDERS 
F 1 Bdl~s  Co lumbia  Bu~ngt  Coq:*omtl~ Invitation to Tender 
Sealed ~e~l~lers, marked 
Janitorial Se;~vices - Skeena 
Health Unff - Prince Rupert 
94-133T for cleaning of 
various areas, Skeena 
Health Unit, as per Task 
Schedule will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m. local time the 
• 16th day of August 1978, and 
those available at that time 
will be opened In public at 
British Columbla Building 
Co~;poratlon 
4827 Kelth Ave. 
and proceeded westward. 
It was nerve.wracking seaman. 
ship that got them through. 
When the "Endeavour" f'mally 
reached the Pacific's broad 
waters, the sigh of relief was 
almost globally audible. 
The route they had followed 
was south of the area described by 
Toms. They named it Endeavoor 
Strait 'in tribute of their favorite 
vessel. Until then it was an un- 
used passage between New 
Guinea and Australia. 
Cook set his course for 
Batavia, then a Dutch colony, 
now D]akarta on the |ndian 
Ocean's rim. 
He knew there were ship- 
wrights there and the "En- 
deavour" needed supplies. 
What he did not know was the 
terrible toll it would take of 
his crew. 
ACROSS 41 Knife thrust 2 Other (L.) Zl Arab 
1 Cutting 43 Intervals 3 Genuine garment 
remark 47 Mirrors 4 Metal~e 23 Appe~t- 
5 Multitude 51 Andcan element manta 
8 Poet country 5 Powerfully ~ Ermine, 
12 Olive genus 52 Peruse attractive for one .- 
13 Cobbler's 54 Food fish 6 Be in debt 29 Pub drink 
tool 55 Ardor 7 Small 2/Knock 
14 Bitter 56 Salutation " spot 29 Strict disci. 
laxative 57 Ireland of color plinarinn 
IS Ananias, 58 A tissue 8 Trade 30 Fflgld 
for one : 59 Baseballneed 9 Dismounted 31 Correintive. 
16 Earth: comb. 60 -- ranch 1O Wander 32 Color 
DOWN 11 Rundnant 37 Gap 
1 Dart off animal 38 Generation 
in flight 19 Bone • • 38 Diminished 
Average solution time: 22 rain. 4Z "I -- a 
Camera" 
LIOIPIEEESIEIABEMIAIPIS/ 43 Barracuda 
E L EIVIAITJOII~mE!Pl lJ~.J 
~IEIGII IMIEINI'I"BBTIEILIAI 4,1Soccer ~ar 
BN/ IP l l  I ~IAII~IEITI ,IS Russian 
T OISICIABESIFIAIX ~ Inland sea 
31BIOEmAIPI I ICIAILI5 m 48~ 
Pl i PmTIP~IUICIEmAI~AI 
MT[HIEIAITIRIEEEP] t IAINI 
- - I~E  IINEE~OICIHIAI ~ffindu 
l ITISIEILIFmVI I IS teacher 
~IAI I INBIAIRI I ISITIAITIEI 49 Geraint'a 
KIA I~ OIICIAISITIAINIEITI vdfe 
51LIEIWlITIYlE mLl  I IDIOJ I0 Sho~dng 
1-17 rean~ • 
Answer to ,estorday's puzzle. 53 Eggs 
~ornl 
17 Cleave 
18 Eye for an 
eye, that is 
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KYKC SGUWBJ  LG YWPO 
Yesterday's CryptoqMp-- BRAYE WORLD'S FAIR VISITOR 
BEWAILS TIRED FEET. 
@19'/8 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: J equals T
The CrylPtoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, tt 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 




25" x all" 
12 sheets on ly -3 . '1~ 
~uJtab]e for roof ing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
.3212 Kalum St. Terraol 
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A BICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA" 
DEATHS ABOARD THE "ENDEAVOUR" 
By Ron Gadsby 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7 Batavia was literally the A view of tke Endeavour River on the east coast of A~stralia, 1770. 
Tendering documents may Pacific's "hell hole", semblance of good health was The sadqy-depleted crew suffenng from consumption from 
be obtained at the above It was low-lying with stagnant sailmaker John Ravenhill, who reached CapelTown on March 14, the time they left England. He 
address after 9:00 a.m, on canals threading through. There managed to get drunk every day 1771. Tbere t~e sick were taken to was only 32 when he died off 
the 3rd day of August 1978. was filth in e~'ery street, ashore. But even this tough, old hospital immediately. Africa's coast. 
Tenders ~ust be filed on the Joseph Banks wrote that of sailor did not make it back to A month IOter, when the "En- The complete journey lasted 
forms provided, In sealed, every 100 soldiers arriving from England. He was among the 10 deavour" sailed for home, three two years and I I months. 
clearly marked envelopes. Holland for garrison duty, 50 who died at sea five weeks after more had succumbed. It made a monumental con- 
The lowest or any Tender would die within a year and most 
will not necessarily be ac- would be hospitalized. 
cepted. (c2-3) The curse was malaria and 
~W,~L~.~ dysentry. Although Cook's crew arrived 
~ )  here in excellent health, seven 
died during the 10 weeks they 
were in Batavia and 40 more 
became seriously ill'. 
The only one to retain 
leaving Batavia. And within an hour of their de- trtbution to the geographlo 
Artist Sydney Parkinson was pasture, Master Robert Molyneus science of the day, 
also one of the victims, died. Cook wrote: "he was a Cook had proved to be the 
He completed more than 1,300 young man ofgood parts, but had greatest navigator of his time and 
drawings - -  two.thirds were unfortunately given himselfupto a leader without peer. '
sketches, the rest were finished extravagancy and intemperance, It was inevitable, therefore, 
works, which brought on disorders that that he be called to lead another 
The loss of Parkinson was a put a period to his life." discovery voyage. 
terrible blow to Banks who, him- The last fatality was Lieutenant it was equally inevitable that he 
a self, became ill. Hicks. He had apparently been would agree with enthusiasm. 
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Your Individual 14"#17 Lakeb. UIKELSE PHARMAO¥. m.n.  
I FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES] 
.. | and prompt prescription services i i 
' ' I . . . . . . . .  ~ / / / / / / / # / / / ~ = -  
i \ " " " • • 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. , By Stan Lee and Joh n Romita 
Doesn ' t  Like The 'I FORT]~IR~DAY'AuGU.~ T 3tl. ` ~ 1 ~  ~'~• ? ~ ~ ! i ~ ~ ~ 1  
Shapes S e's In i " I'1 t  (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) -V~"~ i! 
A good day for business and 
By Abigail Van Buren financial matters. A .mid- 
morning meeting could 
© 191a by Cfficm0o Trinunm.N.V. |ws Svnd. tn¢ produce some especially 
useful information, 
TAURUS 
DEAR ABBY: I am 16, and Fro had terrible luck with (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ "~<~'~'%m//~/#"" ~' [ ~ 
dudes. I've had two flllegitimato babies, which I gave up 
for adoption. ' • 
- I'm ashamed to admit it, Abby, but I'm pregnant again. I 
will have to give this one up, too, because the guy I'm 
having the baby for can't marry me. He'o in prison now and 
I just found out he's married and has five kids, so maybe 
it's all for the best that it worked out this way. 
I want to put my pest behind me and start a new life, but 
hero is my problem: I have some very bad stretch marks 
on my stomach as a result of my pregnancies, and they're 
so noticeable I can't even wear a bikini. 
Please toll me if I have to carry these ugly stretch marks 
for the rest of my life, or is there some way to get rid of 
them? 
STRETCH MARKS IN THOMASVILLE 
DEAR STRETCH MARKS: A plsetle surgeon can tell 
you if your stretch marks eas be removed. In the 
meantime, you had better learn sometMag about blrth 
eca~ol as well as self-control. I think you've been 
atretchlag your luck too fur. 
• DEAR ABBY: This probably won't make your cohann, 
but for the sake of all men who have fat wives, I hope it 
does. 
My, old lady is 5 feet 2 and she tips the scale at 29.5 
pounds, but as long as she is happy, so am I. 
Our children love her, I worship her, and her friends 
adore her. She's a wonderful cook and housekeeper, and 
she always dresses neat and smells fresh and dean. She's 
never nervous or grouchy like most women who are 
always on some crazy starvation diet. To me, she in the 
perfect wife, and I tell her so. I couldn't be more anxious to 
set home to her every evening if ohe looked liked Miss 
Universe. 
SATISFIED WITH MY OLD LADY 
DEAR SATISFIED: If you're catiafled with your "old 
lady~" flue. But ia ker doc~or setidled? A~k any iuaramee 
expert how many years ef life one can deduct fur each 10 
POApunds of everwelght. 
pearasce isn't everything, but ff you want that 
wonderful wife aroand'to "worship" In your old age, start 
giving her some food--for thoaghtl 
DEAR ABBY: My husband is doing something that I 
thinkis Wrong, but I need someone to back me up. Our son, 
5,is kft.lumded, so every time my husband sees him doing 
mmsething with his left hand, he gives him a smack and 
iludma him try to do.!t:~with kio right hand. .: 
~ M~ husband says th]1:~he'n" hb"~Vas a boy he was albb ft.lumded, or started out to be, but he had a teacher who 
used to force him to use his right hand instead of his left, 
and elm finally broke him of the habit. He says he is 
tbenk~ to that teacher because all the tools and things 
are made for right-handed people, and it is a. hand/cap to be 
l l~Ftv  
k '~ true or not? Our son is now writing with his right 
hand, but he wets the bed. Please help me. 
• MOM: LONGVIEW, TEXAS 
' DEAR MOM: The Ineonvenience of being left.handed is 
nothJ~ eompared to the emotional damage s eldld might 
~er  from' belm~ forced to usa hls right hand. Tell your 
hmbend to keep hk hands off the boyl 
Go~ql  muffled7 Whether you want a formal church 
wedd/~ era  dmple do-your-own.thing ceremony, get 
Akby'a amy Im~kht, "How to Have a Lovely Weddiq . "  
Bud I I  and • Ioag, atamped 128 eent~t ~U.mddremsed 
envelope to Abby: 13Z Ladcy Drive, Beverly Hllk, Calif. 
90~1~. 
Peachy  Slaw 
Day offers lncenUve f~ 
forging ahead. You'll have at 
least one opportunity to cash 
in through the influence of an 
old business contact. 
(May 22 to June 21,111f 
Note Taurus. Your outlook 
similar. Someone of influence 
could pull a few strings for you 
if approached in the early 
afternoon. 
CANCER - -  A~P~ 
(aane 22 July 
Organ izat iona l  work ,  • 
re lat ions wi th  the publ ic ,  
special events, unique 
projects highly favored. Get in 
there - -  and win! 
LEO I% . - z~ 
22)0   
Extra responsibilities in- 
dlealed. Tackle regular duties 
first, then take on what you 
can-  within reason. Dm't 
overcrowd your schedule. 
vnu  
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) ~ .~ 
• Flexibility lVI'OST be day's 
keynote. An unpredictable 
period when you'll have to 
~helve some of your Pet plans 
and projects. 
LIBRA 
to =).o-= .= 
Watch your budseL There 
are some who are enthusiastic 
aboilt spendln8 YOUR numey. 
Pay no attention. You ]mow 
your f inandal limitaUon& 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
A day.when your innate 
aggressiveness wi l l  pay off. 
Energy and drive will finally 
bring you some 10rig-awaited 
cooperation . . . .  . • 
sA rrrsaius .... 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~~d'~ v 
You have good reason for 
o p ~  now. A supefior's 
enthualamn for your ef fom.  
not only pays off, but further 
spurs your ambition and in. 
centive. 
CAPRICORN 2 0 ) ~  
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 
Don't mix business with 
pleasure now and don't press 
issues. For the Ume being, it 
will be bettur to let things take 
their course. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A good day for planning 1o118- 
range projects. Planein, in 
auspldous position, prmnise 
advancement if you are your 
innately resourceful and 
ambitious elf. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Strike a good balance in all 
things; d/stinauish cerofully 
between what's substantial  
• Fresh B.C. peaches lic- Toss cabbage with and what's mere "glltte¢." 
ed into this slaw make it a peaches, celery and banana. The latter could prove 
super slaw. Mix mayonnaise with rest of clisappoisUng. 
4 cups chopped green cab- ingredients; add to cabbage 
, . • YOU BORN TODAY have bags m~xture. Toss all mgreds, been do . . . . .  • . en wee wire a oynmmc 
2 cups sliced fresh B.C. ants together untd hghtly ersonallt a llvel 
coated Serves 4 6 P Y' Y peaches (3-4 medium size) • " • imagination and unusual 
1/2 cup sliced celery 
1 finely sliced banana 
1/4 cup mayonnaise 
1/4 cup sour cream . For a full - colour 16 
2 tablespoons Sun-Rype page home preserving quids 
orange juice send 25 cents to: 
1~ ~ablespoo~i vinegar Sunshine Meals 
1/2 teaspoon salt , B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd. 
1/2 teaspoon sugar Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7N6 
'qfs s 9o'/from the zoo calling from nero. 
the street.". 
versatil/ty -- especially along 
creative lines. In evorytJdn8 
you do, the artist in you ex. 
presses itself - -  whether in 
words, as a writer; on canv~, 
as in painting and drawing, or .  
in sound - -  through the 
medium of any musical in- 
stnunent or your own voice. 
The stage is also an exceUent 
medium for your talents - -  
-whether as actor, playwright, 
director or producer. You can 
preach, teach or sell, for you 
are always articulate and 
convincing. If the legal 
profession interests you, you 
would make an outstand/r~. 
trial lawyer, with a flair for 
the dramatic, Traits to curb: 
arrogance and extravagance. 
' Blrthdate of: Rupert Brooks, 
'~er .pOet ;  Tony Bennett, 
CATFISH 
CX:VN  I 
 t.,/FIq  - 
k 
t 
B* Ce • ' 
I~ ALL AIE~I~. 
I m ilmmm~ l 
,4~ 
I //4~m, 5eWe. Z ~Y#. 
@t 0 
AI.L AI~OU'i'. 
o . .  
~,rra~ ~¢~ ~r/ I 
m~,v~, /m,  I I x ~t~ AM. ~T~O~.~4 ~1 
f~-~ ~SV z~v~eer! 
-~/ . /~  ~Ir402~7~,4TA I --S~S'/:.. 
I 
by Garry Trudeau 
TIlII WIZJUSD OIP tr~ ~ n ~  po ,~ mind mmmmma~ m, mn 
11miJ i (m],'| #:ll let: [-'I 
Two younlptera on a icbool fidd .~. What kind of train carries 
trip to a auK.urn were locking at .u " unite aurar 
mummy that had a ~ on it A.ACEew~ewtraint 
which i~;  ,,am U,C," .~.. ~oy 
mid "What do~ that meanr',~ne 
boy m~l~, "I  think !t's 
license number ~the car that htt 
h~o I' , 
The fashion Up of the year: 
"Girls will be wearing the 
same thins In brassieres thin 
year that hey wore list year." 
A "bachelor girl" appeared ra- 
diant one mornina where she 
worked and began to pass out 
cigars to all. "What's the big 
idea?" asked her co-workers. 
Proudly displaying e diamond 
ring on her third finger left" 
hand, "It's s bey -- slx|oot till 
and weight 18.5 pound,U' 
A little roadster rounded a cor- 
ner on two wheels, knocked 
down a policeman, four 
pedestrians, a fire hydrant and 
wrapped Itself around alamp- 
pole. K cute young thing climb- 
ed out of the wreckage 
shouting, "Yippee! That's 
what I call a kiss!" 
A woman reported to the police 
that she had been struck by a 
speedboat in the middle of a 
state highway. She was driving 
along when the speedboat 
broke loose from its trailer. 
Q: WhX days- forget m tooth ~er  
it m pMIico r
A. I~Y.ause it8o~ right out of your 
head1 
~he soda fountain was invented by an American. John 
MattheM, in 1832, 
JASPER, Canada's Safety Bear 
.4.. ¢" ; ,  ,[, ~ "  
When you wrestle and turtle he i r  the end of a Plot', 
It could very well l ad  to d luztor  I fair, • 
'i 
,I 
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Soviets suggest Yt:ree for one 
exchange to free Shcharansky 
VIENNA (Router) -- The 
Soviet Union wants at least 
three Communist spies 
detained in the West to be 
~wappod for Jailed Soviet 
dissident Anatoly Sh- 
charamk~ and other Jewish 
aetivkis, sources bargaining 
for his release said Wed- 
~mday. 
Ne~otiatiom were at an 
advanced stage for Sh- 
ehsransky-- convicted of 
spying for Washington by a 
Moscow court last month-to 
be exchanged for an 
American held in a U.S. Jail 
and two East Germans 
detained in West Germany, 
the sources aid. 
The sources, who have 
been involved directly in 
negotiations to win the 
release of the dissident 
computer sulentist, dechned 
to name the spies, saying 
details d timing and place of 
the three-way swap still 
were being worked out. 
Sheharansky has been sen- 
tencod to 13 years in prison 
and labor camp. 
. In addition to Sh- 
charansky,  Western 
negotiators have been 
promised that five or six 
Soviet Jews detained or 
exiled in the Soviet Union 
shortly would receive exit 
papen aUowing them to 
emigrate to Israel, the 
sources added. 
MONITORED PLEDGES 
Shcharansky, a prominent 
member of the Helsinki 
group set up to monitor 
Moscow's fulfillment (f the 
human rights pledges it 
made at the 1975 European 
Security Conference in the 
Finnish capital, was sen- 
tenced on July 14 to 13 years 
for treason and anti-Soviet 
agitation after a trial that 
sparked widespread 
pobliolty in the West. 
The sources said 
negotiators in East Ger- 
many, the United States and 
Israel were hoping that the 
30-yeur-old issident would 
be flown from Moscow to 
Israel shortly, probably via 
Western Europe. 
Dissident sources in 
Moscow said Shchararaky's 
mother and brother of were 
given permission to visit him 
today in Vladimir Prison, 190 
kilometres east of Moscow, 
fuelling speculation that he 
would soon be allowed to 
leave 'the country. 
As well as intermediaries 
'in the Soviet Union and the 
United States, the exchange 
is being worked out by East 
German lawyer Wolfgnng 
Vogel and Samuel Flatto- 
Sharon, a wealthy member 
of Israel's Kneaset 
(l~arliament). Both were 
involved in an earlier trade 
last Aprilthat should have 
included Shcharannky. 
Flatto-Sharon confirmed 
in an interview on West 
German television Tuesday 
night that Mmcew signalled 
its willingnees to swap Sh- 
charansky for spies hold in 
West Germany and the 
United Sintes but he deolined 
to give details. 
Carter gets tough, 
breaks  w i th  Kennedy  
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
President Carter, still 
handicapped by his image of 
indecisiveness, has launched 
another of his sporadic get- 
tough drives. 
Adopting the principle that 
toughness begins at home, 
Jimmy Carter is taking on 
two powerful Democrats 
who have been much-needed 
allies in Congress, plus his 
outspoken adviser Midge 
Constanza. 
The president cr.eated a 
public break with Senator 
Edward Kennedy by un- 
dermining Kennedy's long- 
established drive fur 
national health insurance. 
The basic difference 
between the two is that 
Kennedy's plan would have 
set guaranteed ates for 
phasing in such a plan, while 
Carter would make. the plan 
conditional on good 
economic performance, a 
condition that most analysta 
feel would rule out a 
genuinely comprehensive 
plan anytime in the near 
future. 
The difference between the 
two could ' have been 
smoothed over--Kennedy 
was willing to provide for 
adjustments in the 
schedule--but Carter and his 
advisers decided the 
president should use the 
cccasion to demonstrate a 
ruthless commitment o 
flshting inflation. 
REACTED MILDLY 
The POlIU~I damage to 
Carter in alleml, h~ Knn- 
oody's liberal follov/ers may 
partially offset by 
senator's comparatively 
mild reaction. 
Thongh da~Hng that"~ 
difference with Carter is "an 
issue of fundamental im- 
parlame" on which he will 
fight hard, Kennedy also 
took nare to say that he still 
intends to support Carter's 
re-oleeUon campaign i lgSO. 
That reaction leaves Knn- 
• nedy with an. image of 
responsibility while per- 
mittlng him to 'give only 
lukewarm general support to 
Carter in the pre-1960 palled. 
I I 
' BUSINESS BIREOTORY 
D . . . . . .  . ~ • . 
i TOOVEY ! I smu.LLn . 
i SERVICE il . RENTALS,,,. OANAVENTURE MBIC URY ,.,,...,'*"' YAMAHA Most Anyllting. Most Anytime For 
• CONTRACTORS INDUSTRY INDIVIDUALS 
1 '-:= (z,.':".,¢,. II Hours: Men.. Sat. 11.41. 
I Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8-*: n i . 
I -6reig ~,r~lo~+~ '35-592g l l  636-7417 . "=:",,'.m u"
X:  mi  . i l l ,  = . . IS • .1  ! K ITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION"  
| l e r raoe  i:leolronlo nepa l .  Me .  I . . oo~o,ooou. , s . ,o -  • 
I S|RVlN6 T|RRA0|&KITIMAT I oo"  
, l~  SERVICE ON ALL I . i "~B I " 
~ MAKES OF T.V.'s I K |Tcxm 
j ~ e  Warrenty I)epotfor ~. I BRAD REESE;"  I ~l i~p l~l, iknl~ql.ip 
| qO~ Zenith, Phillips, Hitacnl, I AREA MANAGER " " "J~k/4~DII~IGIO 
| SAT SSYI:~it 5 m"  | Po~IgNC"['rHEAoVRENEUEB.C. V,I. aKS (NORlr i "~NI}L110. 
| NON . . . . .  P" ' . I BUS. se4.t4oe 
l 4903 Orahem 635-4543 I RES..e,.220+ FREE ESTIMATES 
i i i  -- ' 
B A N Q U E T S - P A R T ~ ~ S TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
R E C E P T I O N S 638-8195 
ANSWERING,  
Eagle Disco "~',",";o,,,o o,, 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
B POLICHEK J Y PAUL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P~ON- ass.sees p~o.'~ s~a.~.z  Zq t lUU K :) ~" KV I ¢. I= 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IVS 
Z KI r CHARTEI~:' ' ' +U U Molo cycles and • ~ DEEP SEA SA ILBOAT t 
. , , . , ,  . . . . . .  : ,  , s . . I ,  NAB!  Coastal Cruising, Diving, ~ ~-,4r 
.vvwaauuuoo in euuva nvn ,  Full Equlppnd ' / ~  
Learn to Water Ski at 
' ~ ~  7 Lakelse Lake. 
Tenaee Equipment Sales  L id ,  ] MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHJ~RTERS 
4441 Lakeles635 6384 ok,....,~ ,,,,.- • | r l l~ l l~  o1( r¢1o  
Dealer No. 01249A - SU 7"U~] GOES THE D~ANCE.  at WaterLlly Bay Resort 
,,, Ii : .~,~.+ J IV l  I ,  . , , +r.*+:+ . 
"+"  636-3m Ii ' 
GONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE. i n ' .v.,,,.v.,,o.,o,- 
. . . . . . . . . . .  • r ,=mRAO: ,S .¢ .  I I  
•-1  4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE (604) 6,95 3863 0UST0l 00NORETE Pi0D. l I TERRACE B C ' " . . . . . . .  I i ,,,~.,ms' ' o. (60£) 635-3961 
san¢, iravei, uraln NOel( J /  
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:00 James at Thur. Night Here Comes Con't 
• U :15 15 Movie the Future Con't 
:30 Can't . "The Endless Soap Con't 
V :45 iCon,t I Summer" Con't : Con't 
I I  ~ :ON IClass |Mike Hynson Boretta Con't . 
i • II :15 |of | Robert August Con't' The Two 
/ • • :30 1'65 ' I Con't Con't Ronnles 
db  V :45 ICon't J Con't. Con't Cinema ) 
4 4 :0o |News I The National CTV News B.C. 
I i : 15 | News | Night Final News Dick Cavett 
I I  I I  :30 IThe I The I Hour I Show 
I Im :,S ITonlght I Secret I Final I Turnabout 
19 A :00 |Show | Army | The Late I Late Movies 
i - -D  :15 | The' | Con't I I  Show | "MASH" 
I I  ~ '  :30 |Tonight | Con't | "The I "Teahouse of the 
• - .  - - : ,5  Ish°w I Con't I Raven" I August Moon" 
Friday, Aug. 4 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
q A .00 |The New I Friendly Giant | Jean Cannem | Price If 
i I I  I I  11S I HIgh Rollers IBonlour I Show I nlght 
i • • :30" IWheel of IMr.  I Definition | Love of 
d.. V :~ IFortune I~essu, IC~'t IL,,e.Nows 
19 I~ :00 | America | Sesame | Kareen's ' J Young 
i U :15 I Alive | Street I Yoga line Restless 
/ / :3o .I Con't Icon't I It's Your I,Search for 
i ,r, :- I Con't IC°"'t I move ITomorrow 
qi A :0o I Ho,ywond I I Dream I Nero I Eyewlln'ess 
E -AV :'15 J Squares' | of Jesnnle J News | News 
| h r :30 I Days IRyan's IMovle IAs 
- i : "  I of i l l ° "  IN't ines I " .  _ 
i :00 | Our | CBC News I "The; | World 
:15 | Lives | Bob | Strangers + | Turns 
t :30 I The IMcLean | In,, |Guiding' 
" : "  I ~or ,  Ishew I "  I Light 
~1~ :00 | Another | Atlantic | Another | Con't 
- ,~  : 15 I World• I Summer I World I Con't 
U :3o I con't I Ho.ywond I Can't | All in 
. .  : .  I~, t  IS~uores Ice. ', . ItheFem.y 
• 4~ :0o I Movie |Edgeof IThe lU~, "' 
• dF :15 I "so INight IAlen I ~.onv 
-1 :30  | Big" | High |Hamel I Con't, 
• v :'5 IJaneWymen I"o,es IShow I ~ '  
:00 I Sterling Hayden ICmnwealth IThe Lucy ISesame 
BI I  :15 I Nancy Olson IGemes I Show IStreet 
:~ I Steve Forrest lCon't I Emergency , Isosome 
w :4= | Martha Hyer. . . . .  .Lcon't Lcon't .I Street 
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S,or,,o,r,  .. 
I ¢ ! ~ ~  I Tues. Sat. 9a.m. 5.30p.,. CHA,(.VX 
Friday h.m.-gn.m. VISA 
0LUar.¢ MONDAY . 
